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Anthropology

and the Primitive Community

SUDDEN GROWTH is often awkward, and

this is true of the academic disciplines as it is of hu-

man beings. Just as the young person who was a

charming child does not quite seem to know what to

do with arms and legs, so my own science, anthro-

pology, as it develops, seems a little clumsy and

unsure as to what to do with itself. I have chosen to

present anthropology in these chapters in an aspect

of growth, and the reader may find the spectacle

just a little distressing. But I hope tt> get him to see

the growth and thus to gain his sympathy for the

awkwardness.

I should like to begin with the observation that

the sciences of man tend to form around some ab-

stract image of the very thing that they happen to

be studying. This image is never more than an ap-

proximation to the manifold reality. It exaggerates

and enhances the qualities of that part of the human
and social scene to which that discipline is giving

special attention. We might say that these images,
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while they ignore the many particular ways in

which the reality departs therefrom, are yet truer

than the reality truer internally, so to speak, truer

to the Platonic idea of the reality.

In some of the social sciences the image is very

abstract indeed and far from the particular realities.

The economist has attended especially to markets

and has developed subtle conceptions of mentally

constructed markets and of behavior in such mar-

kets; the usefulness of these abstractions depends

upon the fact that they leave out very much ofwhat

goes on in human life. In other sciences no one

image dominates; there are many vague images.

Thinking of American sociology, I recall the im-

portance ofthe city as a constellation of social prob-

lems and ofthe immigrant community as two ofthe

kinds of social reality which tended to give rise to

abstract statements as to the nature of things in that

science. In psychology there may also be such influ-

ential recurrent realities from which abstractions

have arisen: the experimental animal in the test

situation; in Freudian psychology, the troubled ur-

ban patient in the medical interviewer's office.

In social anthropology it is, I think, quite plain

what has been the recurrent reality which the science

has tended to conceive abstractly. It is the primitive
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band or tribe, the small and self-contained human

settlement. My science rests upon the kinds of ex-

periences ofa single anthropologist living with some

few remote people whose common life is for the

most part bounded by the valley, hunting range, or

island oftheir ancient habitation. To go to some dis-

tant place, to find there a community of people all

much alike and living quite according to tradition,

to be responsible, alone, for finding out all about the

life of that people, to need to look no farther than

that little community for what is relevant to finding

it out this has been the typical expectation of the

young anthropologist; and in most cases he has more

or less realized it.

In the nineteenth century when anthropology was

beginning this expectation did not generally prevail.

For the most part the anthropologists of that time

studied culture not cultures, all society but no

particular society. E. B. Tylor, our founder, our

Adam Smith, wrote about religion and gesture lan-

guage and many other general topics and about cul-

ture in general. You cannot find out how any par-

ticular people lived, altogether and as a whole, from

his books or from those of Frazet or McLennan or

many others of that time. At the turn ofthe century

anthropology, or ethnology as it was often called,
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was added to the list of interests to be represented in

expeditions to explore the natural history of un-

familiar parts of the world. A. C. Haddon, a

zoologist, turned into an anthropologist between

his 1888 and his 1898 expeditions to the Torres

Straits in Melanesia. On the second expedition he

took along W. H. R. Rivers to "do" the natives;

Rivers gave them tests oftheir sensory capacities and

noted their customs. Though his development ofthe

field method of recording genealogies led the way
to the impressive understanding of kinship systems

achieved in anthropology today, Rivers' and others'

accounts of the natives observed on the Torres

Straits expedition were published in a series of short

papers each on some one topic; the reader sees no

native life clearly as a whole.

Within this early prevailing concern with custom

and culture in general or in topical pieces, one can

discern, however, nineteenth-century beginnings of

the study of primitive groups as self-contained inte-

grated wholes. The beginnings were made by the

missionaries who lived for long periods with

exotic peoples before anthropology ever came into

existence. But in 1851 Lewis H. Morgan on his way
to becoming an anthropologist published a part-

study of the Iroquois Indians. In 1888 appeared a
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scientific study of the Central Eskimo by Franz

Boas: a round of life is there suggested, although

there is little explicit analysis of the way the parts

of the culture make up a whole, Before 1900 Boas

helped to organize the Jesup expedition which re-

sulted in accounts of certain American Indian and

Siberian peoples in which the cultures are presented

more or less completely.

Haddon, Rivers, and Boas had their trainings re-

spectively in zoology, psychology, and physio-

logical optics and became anthropologists in the

course of doing anthropology. They were the

teachers of those first anthropologists who became

such in universities. Two of these, A. R. Radcliffe-

Brown and B. Malinowski, published books in 1922:

The Argonauts of the Western Pacifit and The Anda-

man Islanders. Each anthropologist had gone alone

to a remote place, lived in a small and self-contained

community, and come back to report a culture as

a whole, and as a whole that could be understood as

a system of functionally interrelated parts. (Mali-

nowski's account was continued in a long series of

publications about the Trobriands.) Attracting in-

creasing notice as time passed, these books estab-

lished clearly the model ofresearch in social anthro-

pology. This was what anthropologists conceived
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themselves as setting out to do. Each is a report, by

a single investigator, of a whole that can be under-

stood as providing for all of life's needs in some

orderly way that makes sense to the people who live

under it. Each is an account by a single investigator

of a culture and community that stands alone, inde-

pendent of others. Even the trading expeditions of

the Trobrianders are part of the system that is

Trobriand culture. In reading Radcliffe-Brown on

the Andamanese one finds no important account of

anything outside of the little communities he de-

scribes. And, indeed, it was true that these primitive

communities could in fact be regarded without

reference to anything much outside of them; they

could be understood, more or less, by one man

working alone. Nor need that man be a historian,

for among these non-literates there was no history to

learn.

In consequence of such a characteristic experience

with isolated and self-contained little communities,

the social anthropologist developed his methods and

came to conceive of his universe of comparisons.

From the fact of his sole responsibility to report a

remote and unfamiliar way of life the anthropolo-

gist
became the jack of all social science trades,

learning something of the economy, family life,

6
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government, and religion of the people he studied.

From this fact too, and from the convenient small-

ness and consistency of the primitive community,

developed the disposition to present everything

about a way of life. Where the student of civilized

societies found himself studying some sliver of a

great whole a city slum, delinquency, settlement

patterns, or a rural market the anthropologist was

giving us all ofsome very small whole. These small

wholes showed themselves as tightly interrelated

parts; they were of such a kind that, taking hold of

one at any point, one found one's self compelled
also to give account of a great deal of the rest. Con-

ceived as a culture, the primitive community was

seen as customs and institutions in a unique design

of life. Conceived as a society, the social relations

described were all, with small exception, to be

found right there in that little body of people. Thus

arose the concepts of "a culture/' "the social struc-

ture," "basic pattern," and anthropological holism

generally.

The primitive isolate, the community that is a

whole all by itself, now something ofan abstraction

derived from many experiences approximate to the

abstraction, became the model of research and the

typical entity for comparisons and generalizations.

7
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Social anthropology came to be a natural history of

equivalent and distinct social organisms. Wrote

Kroeber recently: "So the anthropologist came to

conceive of his universe ofcomparisons as made up

ofso many cultures or societies or social systems each

conceivable as something distinct from all others."/

The discovery of these natural wholes provided the

natural entity, the organism or life-form, for that

branch of natural history concerned with human

beings. Haddon was justified. Around the world lay

varieties of natural wholes: animal species, cultures,

or little isolate societies. The investigator collected

and noted each and then, so to speak, spread them

out on the laboratory table, comparing them one

with another to learn the laws of their structure,

function, and process.

Of course reality is not like this. Human living

is not composed ofmutually isolated small primitive

groups, and, in so far as it was once so composed

before the rise of civilization, it had long ceased to

be arranged that way when anthropology took

hold of the reality at that corner of it where the

primitive
isolate still existed. It is curious to note that

just at the time when the primitive isolate as a model

of study was being established in anthropology,

Graham Walks was writing a book that called at-

8
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tention to the fact that all the world was becoming

one great society.
2 The primitive isolate became

connected with the great society)while the anthro-

pologist was looking at it; indeed, the anthropologist

himself was one of the instruments of this transfor-

mation. More and more, anthropologists came to

study communities in many and complex relation-

ships with other peoples and with histories known or

knowable.

Anthropology barely hesitated before it rede-

fined itself as a study of all kinds of people in all

kinds of social and cultural situations. [In 1923

Radcliffe-Brown| in a presidential address/ defined

social anthropology and ethnology as studies of the

non-civilized peoples^and confirmed this limitation

on its subject matter by offering the practical value

of these studies to "save us from many gross

blunders in our dealings with native races.
"

3/tn 1944

he said that social anthropology "has for its field all

human societies, "(f fevans-PritchardV position as

itated in 195 I s that social anthropology is "theo-

retically" the study of all human societies, a branch

of sociological studies which chiefly devotes itself to

primitive societies,\would be accepted by many

anthropologists, except, I think, by some who

would not like even the de facto limitation to primi-
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tive societies! As early as 1939 W. Lloyd Warner6

claimed all kinds of human societies, primitive or

civilized, simple or complex, as anthropological sub-

ject matter and proved his view by studying the

extremely primitive and the extremely civilized.

American anthropologists have moved very rapidly

to accept a part of the responsibility for studying

civilized people, national states, and such world-wide

events as industrialization and urbanization. In a

presidential address twenty-eight years after that of

Radcliffe-Brown, Ralph Beals 7
asked, in the name of

anthropology in linkage with sociology, for a

"common theory" to bring together studies of

Asiatic cities, acculturation, and sociological urban-

ism. A^oday anthropology, especially American an-

thropology, studies just about everything human.

Today it is usual for an anthropologist to study a

community connected with or forming part of a

civilization or national state. There are recent books

by anthropologists about communities in Malaya,
8

Burma, 9

Paraguay,
10
China,

11
French Canada,

12
Bel-

gium,
13 and Missouri, U.S.A. 14 Evans-Pritchard

published a book on the history of a Moslem sect

under colonialism/ 5 Ruth Benedict wrote a famous

book about Japan/
6
Professor Lowie has a book

about Germany/
7 A French anthropologist com-

10
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pares a French village with one in Utah. 18 A group of

American anthropologists undertakes a study of the

whole of Puerto Rico. 19 Another group studies

industrial organization in Japan.
20 More and more

often the anthropologist shares the work ofthe study

with other kinds of scientists. There is an economist

at his elbow when he studies a village in India, and

when he sails for the South Seas, psychologists pre-

pared to give projective tests may be among the

party/ The anthropologist no longer studies a primi-

tive isolate, no longer sees only communities that

form natural self-contained systems, and no longer

works alone. His habits of work are undergoing

profound change because of the sudden and wide

expansion of his universe of subject matter.

Nevertheless, habits of work do not at once con-

form to a newly enlarged subject matter. The an-

thropologist moves into his widened world still

guided by his primary conception, the abstract

primitivelsoIate.^So when he seeks his first experi-

ence and finds that really primitive people are

nowadays far away and costly to reach, then, as

Kroeber says, he takes the subway and studies a

community of Boston Armenians. 21
It is as near as

he can get to the primitive isolate and it is cheap.

And when he thinks about the urban Armenians,

ii
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Japan, or the Missouri town, he tries out the con-

ceptions he formed in working with the real almost

primitive isolates. That conception gave him under-

standing when he studied the Andamanese; now,

maybe, it will still give him understanding when he

studies Puerto Rico or Japan. It may give him under-

standing by showing him where his new kind of

society is not like the isolate, and thus it may force

his recognition of new conceptions and new ways
of work. Margaret Mead has led in the study of

modern national states by way of the group-per-

sonality or character ofsuch peoples. She studies na-

tional character even from a distance, as in the case

of Russia. It is a very different way of work from

that once followed in the Trobriands and in the

Andaman Islands. Nevertheless, in enumerating the

contributions made by anthropology to the study

of contemporary cultures, she puts forward the

provision which the anthropological approach

makes "for the disciplined use of the primitive small

society as a conceptual model." 22 The isolated, self-

contained community remains the abstract image
around which social anthropology has formed itself.

In various publications
23

I have attempted to de-

scribe the conceptual model of the primitive small

society for which Margaret Mead finds use even in

12
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the study ofsomething that is very different from it:

the group-characters of modern national states. I

tried to make explicit the abstract and general quali-

ties of that society and culture that can be imagined

to be more isolated, more self-contained, than is

even the Andamanese band. Once this description

was on paper, other students of particular real

societies forming parts of civilizations and national

states made the indicated comparisons between this

model and the peasant communities in which they

worked. What they noticed was, of course, the

differences. The Mexican or Brazilian village was

not, in many ways, like the abstract model. In not

a few cases these students drew the conclusion that

the model was wrong. I would rather say that the

abstraction, being, as Mead says, a "conceptual

model," cannot be wrong. It does not describe any

particular real society. It is there to point the way
to the study of that which its use brings to notice.

It can suggest the creation of other models. But

whether one says that the concept of the folk

society must be changed, or whether one simply

says that the peasant village in which one works is

different, in noted respects, from the model, is not

a very important matter. What is important is that

the minds of anthropologists are directed to the

13
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study of societies that depart from the model for the

reason that those societies are bound with towns and

cities, because national institutions are present in

them, because the townsman and the more rustic

person dwell in the same community but carry on

somewhat different lives.

The fact is that anthropologists have come to see

their real small communities as parts of larger and

compound societal and cultural wholes. This con-

cern with larger and more complex societies de-

veloped, to a degree, in the study of those parts of

the non-European world where tribal societies had

grown, outside of the great world civilizations, into

native states; In recent years two of the leading stu-

dents of the native civilization of ancient Middle

America have recognized the fact of development,

before the coming of the Spaniard, of townspeople
and countrypeople among the Indians themselves.

"The fundamental characteristic of Mesoamerica

was that it was a stratified society, one like ours or

that of China, based on the axis of city and country-

side," writes Kirchhoff,24 and Armillas sees in the

ancient Maya society separation between the so-

phisticated aristocracy of the shrine-cities and the

much more primitive rural people.
25 But these be-

ginnings of the development of an aboriginal

14
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Indian, urban-rural difference and relationship are,

of course, beyond our observation. A recent review

of aboriginal peoples of South and Central America

groups those peoples according to the scope and

complexity of their political development; dis-

tinguished are homogeneous tribes, segmented

tribes, politically organized chiefdoms, feudal states,

city states, and theocratic empires.
26

The students of African native societies soon

found their subject matter bursting the bounds ofthe

primitive isolate community. In African studies the

developments away from that small isolate are of

several contrasting kinds. West Africa provides ex-

amples of "large, dispersed tribes."27 The Tiv of

Central Nigeria are such a tribe. Here, scattered

over a territory, live a population numbering about

a million who know themselves to be one people,

indeed, one body of kindred. In such a large yet

homogeneous community the anthropologist may

keep his methods of direct observation, for the

"unit of personal observation'
' 28
may be assumed to

represent the very large tribe. The investigator can

study only a few people, but he studies a piece of

that network of relationships, bounded ultimately

only by the limits of the population of a million

Tiv, which connects one individual, familial group,

15
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or small settlement with others. The whole society

is not a structure of ruler and ruled, city people and

countrypeople, but of kinsmen and neighbors.
29

Where people live in distinct camps or villages, as

among the Nuer of the Sudan, this expandable net-

work of relationships of kinship and friendliness (or

in the more distant connections, of hostility) may be

conceived as concentric to formed small communi-

ties.
30

In contrast are the primitive states ofnative Africa.

In these there is centralized political power affecting

the local resident from centers of authority outside

ofthe small community. The Lozi ofCentral Africa

presented Gluckman with small communities to be

described, not solely in terms of relationships be-

tween people within those small communities, but

also in terms ofrelationships these villagers had with

many centers of power, complexly related, that lay

outside of the little communities. So Gluckman,

while he studied small local groups in the way
traditional in anthropology, found himself re-

sponsible for studying the entire native state. He

found people of different local communities united,

as are people in the local communities of modern

nations, by the fact of their similar interaction with

state-wide centers of authority and influence. 31

16
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Indeed, the African societies lead the anthropolo-

gist away from the self-contained primitive com-

munity in a variety ofrespects too numerous to even

mention here. I am thinking of the large markets,

systems of production and distribution including

thousands of people from widespread and, in cases,

culturally different origins. Apparently no anthro-

pologist has yet studied such a market system com-

pletely. I am thinking of the presence, within the

primitive African state, of ethnically distinct sub-

societies. Among the Lozi, for instance, and among
the Lovedu of Rhodesia, 32 the anthropologist is

faced with a plurality of distinguishable cultural

groups united in one political organization. Tribes

and parts of tribes may be united by allegiance to a

religious ruler. And in West Africa the development

of native states went along with the growth of

towns and cities to the degree that Herskovits

states the contrast in Dahomey between urban peo-

ple and rural people: he finds that the people of the

city of Abomey show an arrogant manner toward

the villager, while the "villagers show all the

typical reactions of European peasants toward city-

dwellers they are suspicious, evasive, non-respon-

sive/' 33 In short, West Africa was developing its

own civilization and its own peasantry. In recent

17
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years, on top of this native civilization, or almost

civilization, has rapidly come into being a great

complex ofnew institutions resulting from the con-

tacts with European life. The anthropologists who

work in Africa in the future will be required, more

and more, to study such new supertribal institutions

as political councils representing a large region of

many peoples, co-operatives and other marketing

organizations, mutual aid societies of immigrants to

towns, craft and trade associations, churches, social

clubs, and political parties. Africa is being trans-

formed into new kinds of large and heterogeneous

communities, the forerunners of national states yet

to emerge.
34

American anthropologists have undertaken the

study of national states and urbanized peoples in

several ways. There are those, notably Warner and

his associates, who have studied modern American

towns and cities. There are students of national

character, or group-personality, already mentioned.

These students take leaps from primitive isolates to

complex and heterogeneous societies and cultures.

And there are the anthropologists who study small

communities in Asia, the Middle East, Europe, and

Latin America. It is through these last mentioned

studies that anthropology has come to deal with the

18
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subject matter of these chapters: peasant societies

and cultures.

Until recently the peasantry of the Old World

were the business, not of anthropology, but of other

disciplines. European and Asiatic peasantry inter-

ested economists, sociologists, and historians con-

cerned with the origins of particular peasant institu-

tions, especially agrarian institutions. 35 To these stu-

dents the relations of peasantry to forms of land-

holding and to feudalism were topics of central

interest. Folklore and the study of folk life (peasant

life) were distinguished from the anthropologist's or

ethnologist's study of primitive life (Volkskunde

versus Volkerkunde}. The student ofpeasant life char-

acteristically did not make holistic community
studies. He collected, and he made maps of distribu-

tions of customs and artifacts. The problems were

historical; the methods led to lists of elements, to

schedules and questionnaires, to comparisons of

parts of cultures rather than of cultures and com-

munities as wholes. The student of Volksktmde was

not guided by the "disciplined use of the primitive

society as a conceptual model." On the other hand,

professors of anthropology or ethnology in France,

Germany, and Great Britain were on the whole un-

concerned with the study of the peasant villages of

19
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their own or other countries. Only recently the

British anthropologists, for example, turned to the

study of rural societies in England or Wales and be-

gan to send their students to Norway or to rural

British Guiana.

It was by moving out of aboriginal North

America into the study ofcontemporary village life

in Middle and South America that the American

anthropologists came first and in largest numbers to

undertake the study of peasants. The move brought
about a half-perceived transformation in the way in

which the entities studied are arranged in the minds

of American anthropologists. As already pointed

out, when the idea of "a culture*' became estab-

lished, all cultures, primitive and isolated as those

studied at that time were, came to be conceived as

separate and equivalent entities spread out on a table

for comparison. The tribes of California or of the

Plains constituted a growing collection of recorded

species comprising the North American part of the

natural history of mankind. Only problems of dif-

fusion, ofthe borrowing by one tribe ofelements of

culture from another, complicated this basis ofcom-

parison. Those early comparisons were side-by-side

comparisons of societies unaffected by cities and

civilization. When American anthropologists were

20
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concerned chiefly with North American Indians, the

connections those tribes had with modern cities and

civilizations could be and largely were ignored until

they became a matter for study under the heading

"acculturation" the modifications of the indig-

enous life under influences from the white man's

world.

But when the North Americans came to Latin

America to do field work they found that the side-

by-side ordering of societies as equivalent separate

specimens was inadequate. They rapidly developed a

different kind ofordering of their material. In Latin

America, Indian life and Spanish-Portuguese life had

had a long history of mutual influence. There the

anthropologists quickly found something different

from the distinct tribes or subtribes of aboriginal

North America. They found in Latin America

many kinds ofpeoples in many kinds and degrees of

connection with town and city life. Almost with

a sense of indignation, as if their abstract conceptual

model had betrayed them, they rose to their new

responsibilities and began to provide the very dif-

ferent kind of ordering of their materials which the

Latin-American materials demanded.

Now the monographs about Latin-American

life take considerable account of the trade with

21
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towns, of the participation of the villagers in na-

tional institutions, and of the differences between

the more rustic inhabitants of the country and those

whose way of life represents the town and the

gentry class. Now cultures and communities of

Latin America are grouped not only according to

their aboriginal culture areas but also according to

their "level" or typical place in the whole civiliza-

tion and culture of the state and civilization of

which they are components. The regional differ-

ences are ofcourse not to be ignored. But the differ-

ences between Brazil and Mexico are not to be al-

lowed to obscure the resemblances between certain

rural communities in Brazil and certain ones in

Mexico.

One recent classification36
recognizes primitive

Indians, modern Indians, peasant-type and town-

type cultures. In this classification the rural agricul-

turalists of Brazil, Peru, Haiti, Mexico, and Puerto

Rico find themselves in the same category. In con-

tent of culture the peoples so grouped show many
differences. They would not have been put together

by such ordering of cultures as was developed in

studying the Indians of the Plains or of the South-

west. They are put together now as peasant-type

peoples byWagley and Harris because in their cul-

22
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tures archaic European patterns prevail and because

they are rustics who nevertheless consider them-

selves part of a national life. Thus, as a type, a type

without localization (in America) and with many
cultural differences among themselves, they are dis-

tinguished by these later students from modern

Indians, a contrasting yet logically adjacent cate-

gory, peoples in whose cultures the predominant

elements are generically Indian, peoples who do not

think of themselves as part of a national life. This

is a classification from the bottom to the top, so to

speak; it ranges societies from the most isolated to

the most urbanized. It involves the anthropologist

in studying the local community as a part ofa much

larger society and compels him to recognize kinds

of social and cultural relationships for which his

earlier experience did not quite prepare him: the

relationships of the more and the less educated, of

the townsman and the countryman, of the national

institution and the local and traditional institution.

In 1929 one of these rural Latin-American com-

munities impressed me as representing a type of

society "intermediate between the tribe and the

modern city,"
37 like the peasant societies in Europe;

and the possibility of clarifying the typical char-

acteristics ofpeasantry occurred to me when Horace
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Miner published his account of a French-Canadian

parish.
38 Since then the anthropological students of

Latin America have more and more come to realize

that the Latin-American small community is to be

understood as a part of the state and the civilization

in which it lies. Gillin studies the transformation of

Indian culture into Creole culture, a supranational

civilized dimension of Latin life. 39 Beals studies

industrialization and urbanization as a form of

acculturation. 40 Foster defines the intermediate type

of society in Latin America. 41 Steward attacks head-

on the national state and provides conceptions and

methods for describing Puerto Rico both as local

communities and cultures and as nationwide insti-

tutions. 42 And Eric Wolf, 43 Charles Wagley and

Marvin Harris44 are developing in some detail

typologies of Latin-American cultures or of the

peasant subcategory of such cultures. In Latin

America anthropology has moved from tribe to

peasantry.

Anthropologists have also come to study peasants

in China, in the Middle East, and, especially in very

recent years, in India. In each case the investigator

sees a small society that is not an isolate, that is not

complete in itself, that bears not only a side-by-side

relation but also an up-and-down relation to more
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primitive tribal peoples, on the one hand, and to

towns and cities, on the other. In some places the

two-way relationship is both logical and actual: in

parts of Latin America and India the peasant has

real relations with townsmen, on the one hand, and

with more primitive not-quite-peasant people, on

the other. In every case the logical relationship, the

intermediacy in the up-and-down relationship ofthe

peasant, is recognizable, and sometimes the anthro-

pologist recognizes it. Peasant society and culture

has something generic about it. It is a kind of ar-

rangement of humanity with some similarities all

over the world. The remaining chapters will be

concerned with some of these similarities. And an

attempt will be made to see some of the aspects of

culture and society that come into prominence as

the anthropologist widens his ideas in his attempts to

report justly some characteristics of the peasant.

In making these last assertions I am implying a

definition ofpeasant society as a type. In the follow-

ing exposition what class of peoples shall I have in

mind in speaking of peasants?

It will be a type or class loosely defined, a focus

of attention rather than a box with a lid. I do not

think that any one definition of peasant society

arises inevitably from the facts. The difficulties of a
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definition are admitted. 45
Peasantry as a type are

not as distinct as birds are from mammals or colloids

from crystals. Many a definition is defensible; each

is a fixing of attention on some characteristics

chosen by the defmer as important; and whatever

definition we choose, we shall find other societies

similar to, but not quite the same as, those that are

brought together by the definition we have chosen.

We may conceive those societies and cultures in

which we are interested as lying scattered about an

imaginary field of real societies that differ from and

resemble one another in many different ways. The

reader might choose one cluster of neighboring real

societies within the field, I might choose another.

One may turn one's attention first to the systems

of production and to the economies of the little

societies scattered about the imaginary field. One

may then, as does Firth,
46 use the word "peasant"

for any society ofsmall producers for their own con-

sumption. Beginning thus, one has a very large

cluster: included are such tribal peoples as the Hopi

Indians; indeed, this choice allows us to call "peas-

ants" such fishermen as the coastal Malay and even

such collectors and hunters as the Sioux Indians. 47

Among the many societies and cultures that fall into

this very inclusive category one may perhaps find
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some significant resemblances, some "character-

istic shape to life," as Firth puts it.
48

I, however, shall exclude the hunters, fishers, and

herders from these lectures. The pastoral people who
have long-standing relationships to townspeople, as

in parts of the Middle East and in Afghanistan, are

in some respects like agricultural peasantry. To in-

clude them in a series of comparisons would help us

to understand what tends to follow from a rural-

town relationship rather than from the agricultural

peasant's attachment to his land. But one cannot do

everything at once. I also set aside the pastoral peo-

ples. Let us look at people who make a living and

have a way of life through cultivation of the land.

As I now think of it, those peoples are to be in-

cluded in the cluster I shall call peasants who have,

at the least, this in common: their agriculture is a

livelihood and a way oflife, not a business for profit.

We might say that those agriculturalists who carry

on agriculture for reinvestment and business, look-

ing on the land as capital and commodity, are not

peasants but farmers. This is the way Eric Wolf

puts it in a recent paper,
49 and I follow him.

From this point of beginning, one sees a peasant

as a man who is in effective control of a piece of

land to which he has long been attached by ties of
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tradition and sentiment. The land and he are parts

of one thing, one old-established body of relation-

ships. This way of thinking does not require of the

peasant that he own the land or that he have any

particular form of tenure or any particular form of

institutional relationship to the gentry or the towns-

man. I want to include in the focus of attention the

Kwangtung peasant and the Bulgarian peasant who

sell directly to city markets. Landlords are not

needed to establish the fact of peasantry as I now

think of it. A peasant community may be composed
in part, or perhaps altogether, of tenants or even

squatters on the land, if they have such control of

the land as allows them to carry on a common and

traditional way of life into which their agriculture

intimately enters, but not as a business investment

for profit.

It is, ofcourse, quite possible to begin a considera-

tion of peasantry with the historic association of

rural Europeans with that peculiar complex of

institutions known as feudalism. If one starts from

feudalism, one does not first define the peasant; one

defines a kind of economic, political, and social sys-

tem in which peasantry are but one part. This is also

a useful way of thinking about it. Sjoberg has

recently in helpful detail described the feudal society
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sociologically.
50 In that kind of society there is "a

small minority (an elite) supported by and 'exploit-

ing* a large subservient populace which passively

accepts;_its jrole. The upper class is differentiated in

terms^
of its monopoly of power and authority, the

'correct* kinship groupings, and the highly valued

achievements.
"
Sjoberg points to the fact, important

also in my view, that the elite include literati who
4

'are official carriers of the classical written tradi-

tion which provides the social system with a so-

phisticated and elaborate justification for its exist-

ence and continued survival."51 This guidance of

the peasant from above "in the moral sphere/' in

the manor or the city, is also for me an aspect of

peasant life which is interesting and worth some

examination.

I shall follow Wolf's conception of peasantry as

agricultural producers following a way of life on

land the peasant controls. I shall add to this concep-

tion that emphasis on the relationship of peasant to

in elite ofthe manor, town, or city which Sjoberg's

presentation gives. Ijwant to think about peasants

as the rural dimension of old civilizations. Kroeber

puts it simply: "Peasants are definitely rural yet

live in relation to market towns; they form a class

segment of a larger population which usually con-
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tains urban centers, sometimes metropolitan capi-

tals. They constitute part-societies with part-cul-

tures."52 But I am not inclined to limit the group of

real peasant societies, within our view here, to

those that form parts of admitted feudal societies.

I want to include in our consideration the peasants

of India, China, Japan, and the Moslem world, and

I once attended a conference of historians and social

scientists who could not reach any firm agreement

.as to whether feudalism, as it is known from

Europe, is or was present in any of those other parts

of the world.53 So I shall not require that our

peasants have any particular kind of economic and

political relationship to their elite. The relation-

ships of status between the peasant and the elite

above him seem to me to be persistently important
and similar in many parts of the world, and I shall

try to say something about them.

It is, of course, important to learn what difference

it makes that the relationship to the gentry is a

feudal relationship. The peasant of feudal England
and the peasant oflate nineteenth-century England

54

have much in common. What are their differences,

beyond those that have to do with their legal and

customary relationship to lords? The Swedish

countryman has much of the peasant in him still,
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though I am told that he may never have been in a

feudal system and today is an educated participant

in the national life. 55

Our cluster of real little societies is now sufficient-

ly well determined. We are looking at rural people

in old civilizations, those rural people who control

and cultivate their land for subsistence and as a part

of a traditional way of life and who look to and are

influenced by gentry or townspeople whose way of

life is like theirs but in a more civilized form. Our

cluster has on its edges other little societies in some

respects like those that are in the center of our

cluster but in other respects unlike them. We have

mentioned the pastoral peoples in relation to towns.

Herders of ancient Judea borq this relation to

Jerusalem. In another direction from the center of

the cluster are those peoples who settle on frontiers,

carrying some tradition of peasant ways into a

hinterland with open resources. Elman and Helen

Service use the word "peasant" for the rural people

of Paraguay.
56 These Paraguayans are peasants in

their relations to townsmen and in many of their

attitudes or values. On the other hand, they do not

live in compact communities with closed agricul-

tural resources as is true of so many peasants of

Europe and Asia. They live in an underdeveloped
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country where land (though not good land) can be

had for the effort ofworking for it; and they live in

scattered farms, not villages. It may become im-

portant to examine the consequences of semi-

frontier conditions in affecting the lives of these

Paraguayans in directions away from what may

prove to be true of the village-dwelling peasants

with very limited land. And, in the opposite direc-

tion from such peoples as the Paraguayans and

farther away from the center of our cluster of peas-

antry, the more remote frontiersmen call for atten-

tion. Such are the cabodo of the Brazilian Amazon

and coastal selva. These rural dwellers are more

solitary, individualistic, and independent of the city

than are peasantry.- In rural Brazil there seems to be

a series ofpeoples more or less peasant-like, more or

less frontiersmen.57 And the gaucho is hardly a

peasant.

The contrast between Latin America, on the one

hand, and Asia and the older Europe, on the other,

directs us to another way in which peoples may ap-

proach but not fully realize the qualities ofpeasantry

as they appear in our central cluster. The rural peo-

ple of Latin America, very generally speaking, are

of one or two kinds: they are either transplanted

European peasantry, or they are Indian peoples in
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an incompletely developed relationship to their

urban elites. The peasantry of the old indigenous

civilizations are fully what Kroeber calls them:

"part-societies with part-cultures." They are the

rural dimension of the common civilized life. But

the Paraguayan or the rural Guatemalan ladino is

less intimately and anciently related to his land and

his habitat than is his Indian neighbor, while his

Indian neighbor (in Guatemala) does not quite

qualify as a peasant in so far as his tradition is a differ-

ent tradition from that ofthe townsman with whom
he forms a single society. There are, in his case, im-

portant cultural differences between the rural and

urban parts of the Guatemalan or the Peruvian

society. In Latin America, we find peasantry on the

make: the people of Tepoztlan
58 "are more like

peasantry than are the Indians of the western high-

lands of Guatemala.59 The same difference between

rural people more fully peasantry and rural people

with incomplete cultural relationships with their

elite appears in the history of Europe and Asia. The

people of Latium, out of whom Rome grew, be-

came more fully peasants than were the rural dwell-

ers of Syria in their relations to the Hellenic cities

founded among them or than were the rural Britons

to those Romans who built their towns in England.
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We have come a long way from the realization

of the primitive isolated community. The con-

ceptual model of such an isolate may still serve us,

forcing an examination of peasant societies in im-

portant ways different from the model. But now we

can look at the peasant peoples in their own generic

reality. What are their common characteristics?

What aspects of social relations and ofmoral life are

we to study; what aspects of human living that

anthropologists neglected when they studied tribes

and primitive bands shall we turn to now? The rela-

tions with outsiders to the small community will

surely make new matters of interest for us. Kroeber

remarks60 that anthropologists used to study organ-

isms, societies by themselves, but now they study

organs, societies that are parts of larger societies.

How are we to think about and study the small

community as an organ and to study the larger

organism of which it is a part? These questions can

also be asked, in terms of culture, of the systems of

traditional ideas and purposes. Chapter ii will have

something to say about these questions in terms of

social relations, chapter iii in terms of culture or

tradition.
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II

Peasantry: Part-Societies

IN THE COURSE of their studies of small and

self-sufficient primitive societies, anthropologists

came to think of each such community as a system

ofelements in relationship to one another. Each was

an analyzable whole. Each could be looked at by

itself, without necessary reference to things outside

of it, and could be understood as parts working

together within a whole. Radcliffe-Brown showed

how myth, ritual, and daily life worked together

in the Andaman Islands. Malinowski made a name,

"functionalism," out of his success in showing the

many interrelations of custom, institution, and hu-

man need in Trobriand life. In Patterns of Culture

Ruth Benedict showed us four primitive views of

the good life as distinct and equivalent patterns

systems of another kind in which customs and

institutions conform to implicit choices of basic

values from the range ofhuman possibilities.

Anthropologists have seen the primitive isolated

community as several kinds of complete and self-

contained systems.
1

It can be seen as a system of

customs and institutions. It is sometimes seen, as in
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Benedict's book, as the fundamental ideas of good
and bad which guide a people's life. And often, as in

the important work ofthe British anthropologists in

studying especially the native peoples of Africa, it is

seen as a system of characteristic relationships be-

tween the kinds of people characteristic of that

community. Although the phrase has several dis-

tinguishable meanings in anthropology,
2
let us here

use "social structure" for the total system of persist-

ing and important relationships that distinguish a

community from others. Here we shall be concerned

with social structure.

j

In studying a primitive society as social structure,

the anthropologist looks at the kinds of roles, with

attendant statuses, that tradition recognizes in that

community] There are fathers and sons; perhaps it is

important that mothers* brothers bear some special

relationship to sisters' sons; there may be priests

and laymen, chiefs and other people, buyers and

sellers, and so on. These roles and statuses persist

while the particular individuals who fill them enter

them and leave them. The community is conceived

as the arrangement of the more persistent and im-

portant of these roles and the conventional relation-

ships between them. If the community is relatively

compact and isolated, the investigator finds these
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roles and relationships within the band, settlement,

or tribe that he studies. He does not have to go out-

side it.

Now I raise the question J Considering a peasant

community as a system of social relations, as social

structure, how shall we describe its relations with

the world outside of that community*) What are

the modifications of concept and procedure that

come about if we study a peasant village, thinking

of it as a system ofpersisting important relationships

among people? For peasantry, as the word was used

in chapter i, are such by reason in part of their

long-established interdependence with gentry and

townspeople.

IJt may be that a peasant village, related as it is to

people and institutions outside of it, is so incomplete

a system that it cannot well be described as social

structure. Perhaps we anthropologists shall come to

describe not the peasant village but the larger and

more nearly complete system: the feudal society,

the complex region, the national state) Primitive

states, complexly developed tribes, have been an-

thropologically described; Herskovits* Dahomey is

one such account. 3 W. Lloyd Warner and his as-

sociates have made studies ofAmerican urban com-

munities as representative of much in the national
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life. Margaret Mead and others, working very

differently, have studied the national characters of

modern peoples. Recently Julian Steward has pro-

posed that any complex society might be regarded

as composed ofthree kinds ofparts. He distinguishes

first such local groups as households, neighborhoods,

and communities; these he calls "vertical divisions."

Second, he sees the groups which are not local but

which appear in many local communities and arise

from some common qualities among the dispersed

members, as occupation, class, caste, race, or special

interest. These he calls
*

'horizontal" divisions or seg-

ments. And third, he recognizes the formal institu-

tions such as banking, trade, school systems, ands

official doctrine, which run through the whole large

society affecting it at many points. This way oflook-

ing at a large complex society sees it as a kind of

lattice in which the local units run in one direction

and the groups that are not local run in the other

direction, while the formal institutions ofcentralized

authority and widespread influence, like the vines

growing upon the lattice, perhaps, tie the whole

together.
4
/

Steward has used this set ofconceptions in describ-

ing one modern state Puerto Rico on its island. 5

The conceptions are not directed necessarily to
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societies with peasants in them. I suppose they

could be used in describing Denmark or New Zea-

land. Their use puts anthropologists to work on

complex societies in ways to which they are ac-

customed, for it breaks down these big wholes into

two kinds ofsmaller groups each ofwhich is thought

to have something of a culture which the anthro-

pologist can study. He can make studies of small

local communities, of samples of the social classes,

maybe, or of the religious groups. And the formal

institutions the law, the church, school or taxation

systems can still be studied from the center by the

other kinds of social scientists who are used to that

kind of thing; the anthropologist will, I suppose,

attend especially to the local modifications of these

national institutions.

The development of procedures appropriate to

anthropology for studying large modern societies

will go forward, and the very different ways of

doing so provided by Julian Steward, Lloyd War-

ner, and Margaret Mead are evidences that the

science puts forth its shoots on different sides of the

growing tree. Here I look only at the growth out-

ward from the local community study. I try to

distinguish some of the kinds of social relations that

one comes to describe if one begins with some local
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peasant community and tries to do justice to the fact

that many of its relations are with outsiders.

In identifying three kinds of systems of social

relations that we find it necessary to study if we

leave the primitive isolate and attempt to describe

a peasant society as social structure, I have been

helped by a short publication of
J.

A. Barnes,
6 an

anthropologist trained by British students of the

social structures of primitive communities. Barnes,

however, went to Norway and made a study of an

island parish of that country. He found that he

could not keep his attention solely on what hap-

pened within the parish: he had to follow the social

relations of these rural Norwegians outside of their

local community. Yet he saw that what he learned

about the parish ofBremnes could "lead directly to

knowledge of only a very small sector in the social

life of the nation." Thus Barnes studied his little

rural community not as a self-contained isolate

(which it obviously is not) nor as a sample fully

representative of the whole (as anthropologists

study the Sudanese Nuer or the Tiv ofNigeria), nor

yet asoneelement in a comprehensivelyplanned study

of a modern state (as did Steward). Rather, Barnes

pushed outward from the local community, recog-

nizing in the parish he studied kinds of systems of
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social relations in part new to the anthropologist of

the primitive isolate, systems that connect the small

community with other such communities, with the

Norwegian nation, and with industrial systems wider

than the nation.

The Norwegian parish is today probably not a

peasant community. It is outside of but not very far

away from the cluster oflittle communities to which

I have here applied the word "peasant/* Of every

ten men in Bremnes three are fishermen, one is in

the merchant marine, two are industrial workers,

two are in other occupations or are retired, and only

two are in agriculture. One might say that Bremnes

is partly seafaring, partly agricultural, and partly a

rural community in a modern nation. The people

are educated and take a large part in their national

life. Yet just because Bremnes is farther away from

the primitive isolate community than are the rural

communities of less modernized countries, what

Barnes found there in the way of social relations

will help us to learn what to look for in peasant

societies of Asia or Latin America. We need a basis

for comparison on the more modernized side of

peasantry as well as on the more primitive side.

Barnes finds that these rural Norwegians are

members of many kinds of social groups. The
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groups are so many and so variously related to one

another that it might be difficult to arrange them

very strictly according to Professor Steward's

lattice. 7 Barnes collects them into what he calls

"social fields" of three different kinds. Each social

field is a conceived system of activities and social

relations somewhat separable from the other two

Each has, I think, a lesson for us in our effort to

push beyond the self-contained community to the

understanding of the social structure of peasant

societies.^

First, "there is the territorially-based social field,

with a large number of enduring administrative

units, arranged hierarchically, one within the

other." 8 This ascending series of local groups in-

cludes hamlets or neighborhoods, wards, and the

parish itself, which is then a part of several larger

ascending series of units with administrative, ju-

dicial, or ecclesiastical functions each including

other parishes of Norway.
It is at the level of the parish that we can see a

transition from local life to national life. Looked at

from the point of view of one studying the nation,

the parish of Bremnes is a unit of civil and ec-

clesiastical administration. There is, for instance, a

grouping of parishes of that region which in turn
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belongs within an archdeaconry which is part of a

diocese. These groupings are formal and serve very

special functions and relationships. Within the

parish, relationships are more personal and involve

more ofhuman life. Nevertheless, in modern Nor-

way the separation between local life and national

life has become obscured by education and the full

articulation of local and national institutions. In

societies in which the rural people are still clearly

peasantry, the territorially based social field or sys-

tem which Barnes describes for Bremnes unites

local life and the life of the feudal system or the

state; andfin peasant societies the two parts are clear-

ly distinguishable. At the bottom the series of units

consists of people in personal and traditional rela-

tionship to one another; there kinship and neigh-

borhood are the prevailing connections. At the top

of the series are people in more impersonal and

formal institutional relationship to one another. As

a system of hierarchically arranged social relations,

a peasant society is two connecting halves. We may
be able to see a sort of link or hinge between the

local life of a peasant community and the state or

feudal system of which it is a partyn an Indian

community of western Guatemala, where the local

life and the national life are wide apart, the link or
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hinge is very obvious; it consists of the administra-

tive officers sent down from the city to relate the

Indian community, which is organized within itself,

to the national life. 9 The parish priest and some

shopkeepers may be other parts of the hinge. In the

Andalusian town, a community of town-dwellers

with peasant characteristics, the hinge is also present

in a conspicuously different group of professional

and wealthy people who live their mental lives in

part away from the town where they dwell, in the

city, and "who represent the government to the

pueblo, and who represent the pueblo to the gov-

ernment." 10 In the old-fashioned Chinese peasant

community one would find the hinge in the man-

darin negotiating between the yamen of the imperial

power and the village elders. In the Balkan village

the line between the local life and the national life,

between the two parts of the ascending territorial-

political series, is held by the priest and the mayor.
11

Later something will be said here about the functions

in the cultural life ofthe people who hold the hinge.

Even in Bremnes, though the people are for the

most part no longer peasants, it is the territorially

organized local life that gives the society stability.

"The same fields are cultivated year after year, and

new land comes into cultivation only slowly . . .

for the most part people go on living in the same
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houses and cultivating the same land from year to

year."
12 A century and a half ago, we may suppose,

this was the social system of dominant importance;

only the fishing, not yet industrialized, modified

the peasant life of that time.

But fishing has now been industrialized in Nor-

way to the degree that for the man of Bremnes

parish it is an activity fairly independent of his life

on the land. Fishing is highly competitive; ''herring

fishing is war/' people say. Here loyalties to kinsmen

operate to only a limited extent. "Any man can try

to get himself included in a crew and each owner

seeks to engage the crew that will catch most fish.

During the herring season, men from Bremnes sail

in vessels belonging to other parishes, and vessels

registered in Bremnes sometimes have on board

fishermen from as much as six hundred miles away.

In effect, there is something Jiive a free labour mar-

ket." 13 The social field through which the Bremnes

man moves in his role as fisherman is composed of

unstable relations with many kinds ofmen in many
different places shipowners, skippers, net bosses,

cooks, and others with whom he has happened to

become linked; and each man's social field for fish-

ing intersects the vast, world-wide organized fishing

industry.

This is the second lesson from Barnes's account. It
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is the market, in one form or another, that pulls out

from the compact social relations of self-contained

primitive communities some parts of men's doings

and puts people into fields ofeconomic activity that

are increasingly independent ofthe rest ofwhat goes

on in the local life. The local traditional and moral

world and the wider and more impersonal world of

the market are in principle distinct, opposed to each

other, as Weber14 and others 15 have emphasized. In

peasant society the two are maintained in some bal-

ance; the market is held at arm's length, so to speak.

We may see the intermediacy of the peasant com-

munity in this respect also if we suggest a series of

societies in which the separation of the world of the

market is progressively greater. The Andamanese

band approximates a self-contained isolate. But

from time to time people of one band will take up

some of their bows and baskets and go to visit an-

other band. There they will make presents of what

they have brought and receive from their hosts

presents of some of their artifacts.
16 The economic

life is not even distinguishable as such: it is a casual

exchange between friendly persons on a basis of

good will.}
In rural India, in a society with a great

division of labor, much of the exchange of services

is involved in hereditary status in the form of caste.
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There are also markets where trading is relatively

free. In the Guatemalan American Indian commu-

nity of Chichicastenango, a peasant society except

for the cultural separation between the Indian and

the urban elite, most of the men devote large parts

of their lives to commercial travel; they walk about

a wide circle of markets buying and selling.
17 But

this commercial life is separate from the social and

political life ofthe town and hamlet. Observers have

been struck with the insulation of the Guatemalan

trader from the influences of the many other local

cultures through which he moves. 18 As a trader, this

Indian semipeasant leads a separate life; he enters a

distinct "field of activity." The Bulgarian peasant

buys from and sells to the city, but we are told that

his weekly trips to town and city introduce few

changes to the village.
19 In the city the peasant is an

onlooker; he talks chiefly with other peasants. So

in this case too peasant world and city world are

kept apart, though in apparent contact. Inside a

peasant village commercial life and agricultural life

may fall into separate patterns ofthought and action.

In the intensely agricultural Yucatecan village, the

Maya, more of a peasant than is the western

Guatemalan Indian, carries on his agriculture as a

mode of life, indeed, as religious activity, as does the
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Hopi or the Zuni. But he sells half his maize to

market. Growing in the field or offered to the gods,

maize is traditional, sacred, moral. But once made

ready for sale, the people call it by a different name;

and the commercial dealings with maize have a cer-

tain separateness from the local dealings with it.
20

And trade with hogs or cattle is a secular activity in

which one joins with any buyer or seller one hap-

pens to meet.

Every peasant society offers for our study some

field of economic activity which is to some degree

separated out from that closely integrated union of

all activities which characterizes the primitive isolate

community. The economic field comes to have, as

Barnes says, a different "analytical status." One has

to make a special study of that field. In studying

rural Swedish life of a century ago, B. Hanssen de-

scribes
21 the relations of those villagers, chiefly

cotters, with those gentry of the manor with whom

they took service, as a distinct field of activity. In

that case the field was not wholly economic: the

cotters entered into the domestic life of the manor;

some of the peasants had for parts of their lives per-

sisting relationships, of utility and also more or less

cultural, with some of the gentry. A connection be-

tween the two halves of the double society, peas-
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antry-gentry, was made by a field with separate

analytical status, but a field in which, no doubt, the

examples of custom and manners provided by

gentry life were made to influence the peasantry.

The fishing field ofmodern Norway is fully indus-

trialized; the rural fisherman is largely separated off

from the life on the land, and the fishing field is

fluid, competitive, increasingly independent of the

ties formed in the local life.

"Market" means both a state ofmind and a place

to trade. We can use both conceptions in studying

peasant and rural life. Barnes refers to the industrial-

ized fishing ofthe Norwegian as a "social field/' The

field is not spatially defined; it is a set of activities,

attitudes, and relationships that belong together

wherever and whenever the Norwegian enters in-

dustrialized fishing. Such a field we may study as a

more or less coherent body of things done and

thought. Also, of course, we may study those

markets which do have geographical definition.

McBryde has described one kind of market in

western Guatemala: the people who come together

in one town at one time to buy and sell.
22 One can

also describe the people who move about the coun-

try from one market, in the former sense, to another

town market. Taken together, these ambulatory
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merchants in all their relationships of trade are an-

other kind of market with definition upon the land.

Students of rural sociology and economics describe

the regions in which goods of one kind or another

are sold, and the regions from which are drawn the

buyers who come to centers of sale and distribution.

Arensberg and Kimball, anthropologists, have well

described such markets, centering on crossroads,

fairs, and shops, in rural Ireland.23

The third "social field" which Barnes recognizes

in the Norwegian parish he calls a "network." All

the relations of all kinds ofthe rural people with one

another and with people elsewhere are thought of as

a network in which people are the knots or points,

and relationships, of whatever kind, are the threads

or lines. Barnes, however, here thinks in particular

of that part of the total network that is left if the

relationships of the territorial and the industrial sys-

tems are removed. To distinguish this residual part

of the network, and to give it a name suggestive of

its presence in every society that is more than the

imagined primitive isolate, let us call it "the

country-wide network.'* The simple fact that creates

this network is that every person, through kinship,

friendship, acquaintance, or some common inter-

est, "is in touch with a number of people, some of
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whom are directly in touch with each other and

some ofwhom are not/' 24 In Bremnes this kind of

network of relationships not only knits together

people of the parish but connects them with people

of other parishes. There it has no boundaries; there

is no way of defining a group with membership;

"each person sees himselfat the center ofa collection

of friends/' 25 But sometimes defined groups are

formed, fishing crews or committees, out of

clusters of people in such boundless networks.

In every society, however primitive, some atten-

tion is paid to the connections of one kinsman to

another or of one friend to another. People are no-

where organized only into lineages or other formed

and bounded social groups. So there are always

boundless networks in so far as genealogical kinship

is extended outward or as mere acquaintance or

other occasional personal association creates a rela-

tionship. In the primitive societies it is kinship that

largely contributes to the qualities of such networks

as there are. In some of them there is a kind of

latency in the kinship which allows it to expand at

the edges of the local community to include indi-

viduals newly encountered. One remembers the

way in which in central Australia strangers to one

another establish friendly relations through identi-
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fication of some third individual to whom each

applies a kinship term.26

If the tribe is large and dispersed, its people not

settled in distinct villages, as is true of the Tiv of

Nigeria, the whole tribe is one great country-wide

network. But if we study the early Plains Indians,

or the Indians of the Amazon, or the tribesmen of

Luzon, we do not find ourselves much concerned

with country-wide networks. The band, the camp,
the village, or the tribe is a relatively discrete social

system. Between it and other such systems there are

no very impressive and persisting networks of rela-

tionship. One unit may join another or separate off,

and one individual may be captured or otherwise

become a part of a local society to which he was

once a stranger. But the communities are compact,

and relationships for the most part institutionalized

in kinship or other kinds of groups. As to the com-

pactness, Barnes puts the point well when he says

that in primitive societies the mesh of the network

is small, in civilized, urban, or mass societies the

mesh is large. ''B^mesh," he writes, "I mean simply
the distance round a hole in the network ... in

primitive society many of the possible paths leading

away from any A lead back to A after a few links;

in modern society a smaller proportion lead back
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again to A."27 In Zuni the links go right back to the

man with whom you started. In rural Norway the

links carry one outside of the parish to distant com-

munities. In peasant societies as in primitive, many
links are those of kinship, but the mesh is wider and

looser. In French Canada the peasant travels, but

travel is to visit relatives. If there is no relative in the

neighboring parish, the peasant does not go there,

but he may make a pilgrimage to the shrine of St.

Anne de Beaupre and make his stay with relatives in

Quebec.
28

This fact of the developed and widespread coun-

try-wide network in societies that are not primitive

gives the anthropologist another kind of system of

social relations to study. He cannot keep his atten-

tion solely on the peasant village or scattered rural

community of neighboring farmers. He finds him-

self looking down on village tied to village, farm

to distant relative, and town to countryside, in a

web of social relations. The connections that people

have with one another, apart from the system of

relationships that begins in the family and the neigh-

borhood and grows upward to the formal govern-

ment of the state, are in peasant and in rural com-

munities so significant as to demand description in

their own right. Where the relations continue to
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have localization, and constitute a system of ties

relating people to one another although they dwell

apart, then they seem to emerge from the societal

map to meet our scientific imaginations. Points and

lines meet the concept-forming eye ofthe mind. We
begin to wonder what will be the ideas by which

we shall characterize that class of social systems,

that aspect of social structure, that might be called

country-wide networks.

Plainly the purpose or interest which relates peo-

ple in the network is an important matter of simi-

larity or difference. Oscar Lewis has compared
Mexican and East Indian rural societies to stress a

difference of this kind. 29 If we look down on the

Mexican countryside we see village connected with

village chiefly through trade, visiting at festivals,

and, less important, through performance of gov-

ernmental duties and through pilgrimages to shrines.

The local communities tend to be endogamous, each

has a more or less homogeneous culture, and the

sense oflocal community loyalty is strong. The peo-

ple who go out from one local community to an-

other, or to a town, on the whole do so as sepa-

rate individuals or family parties carrying on per-

haps similar but parallel and independent activities.

The activities are incidental to a familial and cultural
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life lived within the village. We do not find whole

groups with culture and social structure that have

persisting relationships along the country-wide net-

work with other such groups in other local com-

munities.

This is what we do find in India. Should we look

down on the countryside of India, we should see

each local community connected with many other

local communities through caste. The internal unity

of the village is qualified or balanced by the unity

that is felt by the villager with a fellow caste mem-

ber of another village. In times of stress the fellow

caste member ofthe other village will come to one's

aid. In the cases of the higher castes this unity may
be felt over wide areas, and it may be institutional-

ized by genealogists and caste historians.

Furthermore, the country-wide network of rural

northern India is composed of widespread connec-

tions of marriage. The villages are exogamous. In

the Punjab, for example, "each village is said to

have a traditional set of villages to whom its girls

regularly go in marriage and another set from which

it regularly receives wives." Here there is a country-

wide marital network. With reference to the

Punjabi villages studied by Marian Smith "the

marital community to be considered would start
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four miles away and have to include at least those

villages up to eight miles distant." 30 In Kishan

Garhi, a village southeast of Delhi, again there is no

marriage within the village. "Daughters of the

village move out and wives of the village move in

at marriage, moving to and from more than three

hundred other villages."
31 When Marriott studied

this village, he found that fifty-seven marriages

then connected Kishan Garhi with sixteen towns and

cities. The connection a villager has with other

villages than his own remains very strong. In an-

other village in northern India if a lower-caste man

gets into trouble with the upper-caste landowner he

"may still take refuge with his mother's, his wife's

or his sister's relatives." "Often a child spends two

or three years with his mother on a long visit to his

mother's father's household in another village/'
32

In short, the principal elements of the country-

wide networks of India consist of familial and caste

associations that persist through generations. These

associations connect one set ofvillages with another

or some of the families in one village with families

corresponding in culture and social status in other

villages. It is as if the characteristic social structure

ofthe primitive self-contained community had been

dissected out and its components spread about a
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wide area. Rural India is a primitive or a tribal

society rearranged to fit a civilization.

The closeness or openness of the mesh, the range

or scope of the network, the kinds ofhuman inter-

ests served by the relationships that make up the

mesh, the stability of the relationships, whether oc-

casional or permanent these are all elements to be

considered in understanding country-wide networks.

In th^se remarks I have perhaps extended and

generalized the three kinds of sets of social relations

which Barnes notes in rural Norway beyond his

meaning and intention. I see in them exemplars for

many who will study societies that very plainly are

more complex, more interrelated with others, than

are the primitive tribal communities. I think we will

find it helpful to look for the three kinds of systems
or "fields" which Barnes found in Bremnesrthe

hierarchy of territorially based groups; the more or

less independent economic fields of activity; and

the country-wide networks of relationship. These

three kinds will not be found in peasant societies

only. Their beginnings occur also in primitive and

non-European societies, and they occur in modern

states. One can think of them as three ways in

which the primitive isolate is exceeded or in which

it breaks down, is pulled apart and extended over
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the social landscape. Country-wide networks are

notable within those African tribes that grow in size

till they occupy a wide area with scattered houses

and settlements. These are networks involving no

peasantry. Such networks must have developed as

between villages in the highlands of Mexico before

the Spaniard came, and, in so far as the Aztec capital

was an urban center with its elite, the networks

were becoming truly rural. Wherever civilization

has fully arisen we may speak of the networks as

rural, for now there is an urbs. Yet local differences

within the great civilizations in this respect are to be

recognized: the networks of intimate peasant-elite

relationships continued in England until very late

to maintain something of the manorial form of

medieval times, for the English gentry were

countrymen themselves in contrast to their equiva-

lents in France or Italy who lived the civilization of

the city and kept farther apart from their peasantry.

The economic field is already present in the

"silent market" ofwhich German writers on primi-

tive economy made much, and it grows in preliter-

ate societies to the great markets of Abomey we

are told that ten thousand people might take part in

such a market. 33 But it is industry outside of the

indigenous local life, especially capitalistic and
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highly technological industry, that takes the Camar

worker from his Indian village to work in the cotton

or jute mills, the African tribesman to labor in the

diamond mines, and the New Guinea tribesman to

toil on the distant plantation. The distinct economic

"fields" of the peasant are on the whole less distinct

and less disruptive of the local life than are those

that affect the tribesman. The more primitive man

is the man likely to enter modern industry when it

is established in his country; the landowning peas-

ant, with a way of life already in stable adjustment

to many aspects of civilization, is more resistant to

industrialization. 34

The political autonomy of the local community
is much qualified in many non-European societies

by chieftainship, councils, and other authorities

affecting more than one band or settlement. In

many an African society political and administrative

authority is hierarchical, and there are non-terri-

torially organized attachments to power, as in-

stanced by the "sectors" and the loyalties to queens

and storehouses among the Lozi: men of different

settlements are united by the fact ofa common tie to

a center ofpower, itselfsubordinate to the king.
35 In

the African kingdoms, such as Dahomey, units of

the political system intermediate between kinship
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groups and the state are in part territorially defined,

and so the "hierarchy of territorially based groups"

that Barnes identifies for Norway is present. There

is, however, one feature of this hierarchy that char-

acterizes peasant societies. Indeed, it follows from

the very basis ofmy choice in grouping as peasant

societies those in which there are long-established

relations with an elite whose culture is that of the

peasant carried to another level of development. I

have remarked on the two halves that compose the

total society; there are two kinds ofpeople, peasants

and a more urban (or at least manorial) elite. The

two kinds ofpeople look at each other, at that joint

or hinge in the total society, and have for each other

attitudes that complement (but not always compli-

ment) each other. The relationships between the

two kinds ofpeople define the relative status of one

to the other. The lower kind of people recognize,

in certain respects, the political authority of the

other and also their "guidance in the moral

sphere/*
36

The anthropologist who comes to peasant society

through the study ofthe social structure ofa peasant

village will find that important parts of that struc-

ture are represented in the village by a few indi-

viduals or, perhaps, by people who are not in the
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village but somewhere else. In peasant communities

remote from town, city, or manorial country estate,

the elite may not be immediately present. In the

Brazilian peasant village described by Pierson and

his associates, there were none. The villagers man-

aged their own local affairs. But they had relations

with the elite when the villager went to the city or

the officials came to them. 37 In the Yucatecan village

that I studied the people were more or less peasantry;

the relations they had with a more urban elite

(dzulob, they called them) were many and frequent,

but the schoolteacher was then the only resident

from that upper and outer world. In many a Euro-

pean peasant village live a few people with urban

manners and some learning who manage those

affairs of the peasants which relate to the national

state. To these administrative and cultural inter-

mediaries between local life and wider life the word
'

'intelligentsia

"
has long been applied. Sanders uses

it to denote the small group in the Bulgarian village

composed of the mayor, the doctor, and the school-

teachers. These people associated with one another,

showed their separation from the peasantry, talked

politics and perhaps literature, organized and led all

the patriotic celebrations, and provided something
for the peasants to recognize as better than them-
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selves. Sanders writes: "The intelligentsia
. . . had

more importance than their village duties seemed to

indicate. They were the channels through which the

national state, the national church, and the national

school system expressed themselves. . . . Their high

status rested not only upon the influence they

wielded as representatives of powerful institutions,

but also upon the fact that they were educated. 38

Much the same is said by Miner of the cure and the

senator in the peasant parish of French Canada.

These two, and their relatives, "are so far removed

from the society ofthe parish that they cannot carry

on personal social contacts with the other parishion-

ers. . . . Their position is due to contacts which

they have with the world outside the parish, from

which sphere they have received recognition far

higher than anything the parish can give."
39 In early

Norway most of the priests lived in the country

and each parish had its bureaucrat; these persons

were part of an urban elite.
40

The Andalusian town ofAlcala recently described

by Pitt-Rivers provides a striking instance of the

two kinds of people, each representing one dis-

tinguishable half of a double society, and both

dwelling in the same compact community.
41 As the

agricultural people live in the town and identify
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themselves with it, and not a rural village or dis-

persed settlement, they are not typically peasants,

although in many respects their manner of life and

thought is like that of Bulgarian or Italian peasants.

In the town lives also an educated class, called

senoritos by those of the town who work the land

or otherwise live the socially inferior kind of life.

The senoritos are distinguished by superior manners,

acceptance of responsibility to protect inferior de-

pendents, a higher sense of honor, and the fact that

they do not participate in the local customs. They

provide the small ruling group; they serve as the

intermediaries, administrative, and also cultural, be-

tween near-peasant and city. The senoritos identify

themselves with the common people as against a

rival pueblo or against a predatory bureaucracy from

outside, but identify themselves with senoritos of

other pueblos in the business of administration and

commerce. Within the pueblo the investigator dis-

cerns two contrasting ways of life corresponding to

the two social classes: ". . . one can see, in place of

the sanctions of law, the sanctions of the pueblo's

mockery; in place of the food-control, the clandes-

tine mills and the black market ... in place of the

Civil Guard, the bandit and the smuggler. In place

of the schools, the maestros rurales; in place of the
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doctor, vet and chemist, the curanderos; in place of

the . . . trained nurse, the . . . country midwives.

And for the purpose of invoking the powers of

religion in such matters, in place of the priest, the

sabia" 4* Here we have the folk in the town, the

urban elite in common habitation and in one social

structure with a more folklike people.

The social structure of peasant and peasant-like

societies includes, then, the relations of cultural in-

fluence and example between the elite half and the

peasant halfof the whole larger social system. It will

not do to describe these relations only as relations of

ruler and ruled or of exploiter and exploited, al-

though these elements are likely to be present. The

student will want also to describe the prestige or

contempt, the feelings of superiority or inferiority,

and the examples of excellence to be emulated or of

baseness to be avoided that may be present in the

relations between peasant and elite. The peasant is

a rustic and he knows it. The educated man, whose

life is in part in the local community and in part

at least mentally in more urban circles, looks down

on the peasant. "Oh what a rogue and peasant slave

am I!" exclaimed Hamlet in one of his frequent

moods of self-depreciation. All over the world the

terms applied to rural people by urban people imply
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contempt, condescension, or and this is the oppo-

site face of the attitude a certain admiration for

the virtues of the simple, the primitive, and the

hardy. On his side the peasant admits his relative

inferiority as to culture and manners but naturally

claims the virtues accorded him and sees the city

man as idle, or false, or extravagant. He sees himself

as low with regard to the common culture but

nevertheless with a way of life morally superior to

that of the townsman.

The isolated primitive community presents the

student of social structure with a simpler and

smaller system. There social relations are compact,

congruent, and largely personal. With the growth
and the spread of civilization social relations extend

themselves out from the local community, lose

much of their congruence (as in the development
of industrial fields of

activity), and develop many
kinds of impersonal and formal varieties of connec-

tion. In peasant societies we see a relatively stable

and very roughly typical adjustment between local

and national or feudal life, a developed larger social

system in which there are two cultures within one

culture, one social system composed of upper and

lower halves. The cultural relations between the two

halves are to be emphasized. Sjoberg puts it well:
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'

. . . the elite exhibits to the peasant the highly

valued achievements . . . and provides the peasant's

social system with a sophisticated justification for its

existence and survival." 43 The priest and the senator

in the French Canadian parish, the intelligentsia of

the Bulgarian village and the senoritos of Andalusia,

in East Indian peasant communities the pundits and

the gurus, show by their examples and tell by their

teaching of another and higher version of that same

life which the ordinary peasant lives. We may think

of peasant culture as a small circle overlapping with

much larger and less clearly defined areas of culture,

or we may think of the peasant life as a lower circle

unwinding into the upward-spreading spirals of

civilization. If the student of peasant society is to

describe the systems of social relations of that

society, he will study those social relations that com-

municate the higher dimension of the civilization

to the lower or peasant dimension. Let us look into

the matter in the next chapter.
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The Social Organization of Tradition

OUT OF THAT ANTHROPOLOGY which

rested on studies of isolated primitive or tribal peo-

ples arose the concept, "a culture." The Andamanese

had a culture, as did the Trobrianders, the Aranda

of Australia, and the Zuni. Each culture came to be

conceived as an independent and self-sufficient sys-

tem] Recently words have been found to make clear

this conception of an "autonomous cultural sys-

tem." It is "one which is self-sustaining that is,

it does not need to be maintained by a complemen-

tary, reciprocal, subordinate, or other indispensable

connection with a second system." Such units

such cultures as those ofthe Zuni or the Andamanese

"are systems because they have their own mutual-

ly adjusted and interdependent parts, and they are

autonomous because they do not require another

system for their continued functioning."
1 The an-

thropologist may see in such a system evidence of

elements of culture communicated to that band or

tribe from others, but he understands that the system

as it now is keeps going by itself; and in describing

its parts and their workings he need not go outside
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the little group itself. The exceptions, where the

band or tribe relies on some other band or tribe for

a commodity or service, are small and do not

seriously modify the fact that that culture is main-

tained by the communication of a heritage through

the generations of just those people who make up
the local community.

The culture ofa peasant community, on the other

hand, is not autonomous. It is an aspect or dimension

of the civilization of which it is a part. As the

peasant society is a half-society, so the peasant cul-

ture is a half-culture. When we study such a culture

we find two things to be true that are not true when

we study an isolated primitive band or tribe. First,

we discover that to maintain itself peasant culture

requires continual communication to the local com-

munity of thought originating outside of it. The

intellectual and often the religious and moral life of

the peasant village is perpetually incomplete; the

student needs also to know something ofwhat goes

on in the minds of remote teachers, priests, or

philosophers whose thinking affects and perhaps is

affected by the peasantry. Seen as a "synchromc"

system, the peasant culture cannot be fully under-

stood from what goes on in the minds of the vil-

lagers alone. Second, the peasant village invites us to

attend to the long course of interaction between
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that community and centers of civilization. The

peasant culture has an evident history; we are called

upon to study that history; and the history is not

local: it is a history of the civilization of which the

village culture is one local expression. Both points,

in recognition of both generic aspects of the peasant

culture, were clearly made by George Foster when

he reviewed recently his experiences in Latin-

American communities and wrote that there the

local culture "is continually replenished by contact

with products of intellectual and scientific social

strata."
2 He said also that "one of the most obvious

distinctions between truly primitive societies and

folk [peasant] societies is that the latter, over hun-

dreds of years, have had constant contact with

the centers of intellectual thought and develop-

ment. . . ." 3

This is a new experience for one whose ways of

work were developed in studying such primitive

isolates as Australian tribes, Andamanese, or Tro-

brianders. It calls for new thoughts and new pro-

cedures ofinvestigation. For studies of villages, it re-

quires attention to the relevance of research by his-

torians and students of literature, religion, and

philosophy. It makes anthropology much more

difficult and very much more interesting.

How shall we begin to take mental hold of this
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compound culture that deserves a special word,

"civilization"? Let us begin with a recognition, long

present in discussions of civilizations, of the differ-

ence between a great tradition and a little tradition.

(This pair of phrases is here chosen from among

others, including "high culture'
'

and 'low culture,"

"folk and classic cultures," or "popular and learned

traditions." I shall also use "hierarchic and lay cul-

ture.") In a civilization there is a great tradition of

the reflective few, and there is a little tradition of the

largely unreflective many. The great tradition is

cultivated in schools or temples; the little tradition

works itself out and keeps itself going in the lives of

the unlettered in their village communities. The

tradition ofthe philosopher, theologian, and literary

man is a tradition consciously cultivated and handed

down; that of the little people is for the most part

taken for granted and not submitted to much

scrutiny or considered refinement and improve-

ment.

Ifwe enter a village within a civilization we see at

once that the culture there has been flowing into it

from teachers and exemplars who never saw that

village, who did their work in intellectual circles

perhaps far away in space and time. When George

Foster looked at Latin-American villages with civi-
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lization in mind, he saw chiefly what had come into

those villages from preindustrial Europe: irrigation

wheels, elements of the Catholic religion from

"theological and philosophical reflections of many
of the best minds of history over a period of cen-

turies," church organization, religious dramas, po-

litical institutions, godparenthood, the humoral

pathology ofHippocrates and Galen, and dances and

bullfights that had worked their way downward

from Spanish gentry to little Indian-mestizo farmers

in Mexico or Peru. 4 In every peasant village we see

corresponding things.

The two traditions5 are interdependent. Great

tradition and little tradition have long affected each

other and continue to do so. The teachings ofGaien*

about the four humors may have beeh suggested

by ideas current in little communities ofsimple peo-

ple becoming but not yet civilized; after develop-

ment by reflective minds they may have been re-

ceived by peasantry and reinterpreted in local terms.

Great epics have arisen out ofelements oftraditional

tale-telling by many people, and epics have returned

again to the peasantry for modification and incor-

poration into local cultures. The ethics of the Old

Testament arose out of tribal peoples and returned to

peasant communities after they had been the subject
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of thought by philosophers and theologians. The

Koran has the content it has because it arose among

Arab not Chinese peoples, and the teachings ofCon-

fucius were not invented by him singlehanded; on

the other hand, both teachings have been and con-

tinually are understood by peasants in ways not in-

tended by the teachers.'Great and little tradition can

be thought of as two currents ofthought and action,

distinguishable, yet ever flowing into and out of

each other?A picture of their relationships would be

something like those "histomaps" we sometimes

see, those diagrams of the rise and change through

time of religions and civilizations.

The two traditions are not distinguishable in very

isolated tribes or Bands. In reading Radcliffe-Brown

on the Andaman Islands we find nothing at all

about any esoteric aspect of religion or thought.

Apparently any older person will be as likely to

know what there is to know as any other. This dif-

fuse distribution throughout the population of

knowledge and belief may be characteristic of very

large primitive societies of much greater develop-

ment of the arts of life than the Andamanese en-

joyed. Thus, among the Tiv of Nigeria, a tribe in-

cluding about a million agricultural people, "there

is no technical vocabulary, because there are no pro-
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fessional classes, and little specialization beyond that

which is the result of sex or age. Every aspect of

tribal life is everybody's business/'6 This is a primi-

tive society without a great tradition. Among the

Maori, however, "two different aspects of all the

superior class of myths were taught. One of these

was that taught in the tapu school of learning, a

version never disclosed to the bulk of the people

but retained by the higher grade oftohunga (experts

or priests) and by a few others. The other was that

imported to the people at large, and this, as a rule,

was of an inferior nature, more puerile and gro-

tesque than the esoteric verison." 7 And in West

Africa, where aborigines had developed complex

states, a distinction between what we might call a

littler and a greater tradition appears inthe control

by certain priests of elements of worship, recog-

nized by the people as recondite and esoteric. Initi-

ates into these cults are secluded for seven months

of instruction in secret. Also, there are differences as

between layman and specialist in the understanding

of the religion: the priests of the Skycult in Da-

homey clearly see distinctions among deities and

their characteristics about which kymen are very

vague.
8

Among Sudanese peoples reported by Pro-

fessor Griaule9 there is extraordinary development
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of highly reflective and systematic specialized

thought among certain individuals.

These instances suggest the separation of the two

traditions in societies that do not represent the great

world civilizations. The content of knowledge

comes to be double, one content for the layman,

another for the hierarchy. The activities and places

of residence of the carriers of the great tradition

may remain close to those of the layman, or the

priests and primitive philosophers may come to

reside and to work apart from the common people.

This series of non-European societies arranged

according to the degree to which a distinguishable

great tradition is or was present can be supple-

mented with some references to the ancient Mexi-

can and Mayan societies. These fulfil the logical

series, for there is little doubt that those Meso-

American peoples had developed something that

might well be called a civilization in so far as the

growth of a great tradition is its sign. Adopting the

words of a recent leading student of those civiliza-

tions, I identify the hierafchic culture of the Maya
with the monumental stone architecture for temples

and palaces, the highly sophisticated art, the hiero-

glyphic writing, complex arithmetic, astronomy

and calendar, the deities not directly associated with
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the earth or the forces of nature, and the theocratic

government. On the other hand, outside of the

shrine-cities and in the little villages there was a lay

culture of the subsistence activities, the crafts, the

village, and related organization, and a religion

based on the forces of nature. In the following

words, I think Dr. Armillas somewhat exaggerates

the separation of great and little traditions among
the pre-Columbian Maya, but he does recognize

just the conception that interests me: "a new con-

cept of the classic Maya civilization . . . that it was

formed by two cultural strata or subcultures cor-

responding to two social groups: the dominant

aristocracy ofthe ceremonial centers and the hamlet-

dwelling farmers. The dominant group was ap-

parently of religious origin, although martial or

commercial segments of it might have been de-

veloped later. The village communities seem to have

preserved their folk culture little affected by the cul-

ture of the upper class. The pseudo-urban character

of the ceremonial centers, if it is true that they had

not a large resident population and that some ofthe

functions of real cities were lacking, and strong class

barriers might have been the factors preventing the

cultural influence of the ceremonial centers from

filtering down to the rural masses, transforming
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their folk culture into peasant culture. If this view is

correct, the world outlook and moral order of the

Maya sophisticated aristocracy and the rural people

must have been sharply different. In this light the

collapse of the classic Maya civilization was in fact

the disintegration of the pan-Maya upper stratum

of society, leaving practically intact the underlying

local folk cultures. That this actually happened has

been made very apparent by Longyear's report on

Copan, and the hypothesis is not in contradiction

with the scanty data we have on this collapse from

other places."
10

There is a growing conviction that the develop-

ment of aboriginal American civilization passed

through phases and developed cultural and societal

rektionships similar to those that appeared in the

independent beginnings of the civilizations of the

Old World. 11 Elements in the development of

civilization which are common to both the Old and

the New World origins of civilization are those

characteristics which are generic to indigenous

civilizations: the separation of culture into hier-

archic and ky traditions, the appearance of an elite

with secular and sacred power and including special-

ized cultivators of the intellectual life, and the con-

version of tribal peoples into peasantry. Some part
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of the course of events in the Meso-American in-

stance can be recovered. But, of course, it is beyond
our immediate observation, and the record of its

events is overlaid with the strong impress ofanother

civilization that invaded America from abroad.

/ In the case of the peasant societies of Latin

America it is this impress ofan invading civilization,

one not indigenous but entering the local com-

munity from abroad, that is likely to strike the stu-

dent of culture. It impressed George Foster: he saw

elements of culture that had worked their way
from Spanish gentry downward to communities

perhaps founded by American Indians. But the

Mexican and Peruvian cases are hybrid civilizations.

We might call them "secondary civilizations" in

contrast to the primary civilizations of India and

China where the civilization is indigenous, having

developed out of the precivilized peoples of that

very culture, converting them into the peasant half

of that same culture-civilization/ (India and China,

it is sure, have been strongly influenced since their

founding by other civilizations; nevertheless, con-

tinuity with their own native civilization has per-

sisted; Chinese and Indian peasants remain con-

nected with their own civilizations.)

Some ofthe Latin-American local cultures are in-
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complete aspects of both the great tradition of

Spain and the great tradition of that part of aborigi-

nal America. Had I studied the villages of Yucatan

as aspects of civilization, I should have conceived

the culture of the village as referring to the Spanish-

Catholic great tradition and also as referring to a

now vanished great tradition that was once main-

tained in the shrine-cities of Yucatan by native

priest-astronomers. The shaman-priests of the vil-

lages I studied carried on rituals and recited prayers

that would have their full explanation only if we

knew what were the ritual and the related body of

thought at Chichen Itza or Coba. Certain prayers

recited in the present-day Maya village include

phrases that I am sure would have been more under-

standable to the Maya priest of the early sixteenth

century than they were to the Indian whose praying

I heard. The secondary civilizations, especially

where one great tradition has supplanted, but in-

completely, another and native great tradition, pro-

vide situations that the anthropologist may regard

as instances of acculturation still going on. So far as

the "decapitation" (as Kidder called
it)

that Spanish

conquest brought about four centuries ago, they are

also instances of "deculturation" removal of a

great tradition.
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In the comments that follow I shall be thinking

for the most part of the primary civilizations of the

OldWorld. In coming to study peasant villages of

primary civilizations, the anthropologist enters

fields of study that have long been cultivated by
historians and other humanistic scholars. He slips

in by the back entrance: through the villages, by

way of the little tradition, and after the fact of cen-

turies of interaction of peasant and philosopher,

both indigenous and so representatives of local cul-

ture, and both the makers of that civilization. He
looks about him, he finds a mode of life that records

this long interaction, and he sees people and institu-

tions priests, teachers, sacred books and tales,

temples and schools that still carry it on. To de-

scribe this village life at all fully will take him far

from the village and, as he pursues the interactions

of the traditions in the past, into sources ofinforma-

tion relatively new to him. He becomes aware of

the numerous and impressive studies by historians

and students of art, literature, and religion. Do these

studies have a relevance for him who makes a field

study of a peasant village?

In their principal and important work, the hu-

manist and historian stand somewhat remote from

studies of present-day peasant life. A recent collec-
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tion of excellent papers on what is called "Chinese

thought"
12

is concerned with the reflective ideas

of Chinese philosophers, poets, and moralists. It in-

cludes hardly a reference to what went on, in periods

covered by the book, in the minds of Chinese

peasants. It is probably impossible to know. It is,

however, possible to know something ofwhat goes

on in the minds ofChinese peasants today political

conditions permitting. (The scholars of the great

traditions of India are concerned first with the de-

velopment of the Vedic philosophy among a small

number of reflective thinkers, ancient and modern.

A recent English translation of the Upanishads
13 is

provided with a commentary in which matters

understood by Indian philosophers, not by peasants,

are discussed, although those teachings distantly,

and after much diffraction and diffusion, are re-

flected in the lives of peasants. In this particular

book we are not told about this distant reflection in

peasant life. We are told about the interpretation of

certain Vedic texts by Sankaracharya, a thinker of

the eighth century, and we are instructed on such

matters as the differences between the strands of

thought called non-dualism, qualified non-dualism,

and dualism.

Nevertheless, in other writings or, at least, in
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passages of other writings an occasional historian-

humanist seems to be coming forward to meet the

anthropologist who is at work in the village. A
recent student of Chinese religion, impressed with

the mixture of teachings that have made up that

religion and by the great differences between the

beliefs and practices of peasants and those of edu-

cated Chinese, states that "instead of dividing the

religious life of the Chinese people into three com-

partments called Confucianism, Buddhism and Tao-

ism, it is far more accurate to divide it into two

levels, the level of the masses and the level of the

enlightened."
14
Reading this, one asks, how then did

the enlightened come to transform popular belief

into their own kind of religion, and how was it that

with the presence of educated teachers* in China for

many centuries the masses transformed these teach-

ings into their kind of religion? One might become

interested in the ways in which the high tradition

is communicated to the common people and how

it becomes a part of the little tradition.

Every great tradition has its teachers, and the

humanistic scholar of that tradition is in a position

to tell us something about who these teachers are

and about how their teachings reach the common

people. For India these matters have been interest-
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ingly described by V. Raghavan.
15 He tells us some-

thing of the customs and institutions by which the

Vedic lore and the religious and ethical instruction

of the philosopher and religious thinker were and

are communicated, by intention and organized ef-

fort, to the masses. He tells us of compositions,

notably the epics and the Purana, which were made

expressly to broadcast Vedic lore to the people at

krge. The prefaces of these compositions "were

recited to vast congregations of people gathered at

sacrificial sessions ... by a class of reciters called

Sutapauranikas." Hindu culture was, he says, carried

to Cambodia and other lands by endowments made

by rulers for the recital, in temples they built, of

Hindu epics. With regard to south India Raghavan

traces an unbroken tradition of deliberate provision,

by ruler and teacher, for recitation in the vernacular

languages of the ancient Hindu epics, especially the

Ramayana. Professor Raghavan, historically minded

and familiar with the Sanskrit classics, follows their

course through many centuries and languages and

through modifications of institutionalized instruc-

tion. The stories were not only recited, they were

also expressed in devotional hymns sung by travel-

ing singer-saints. So this Sanskritist, pursuing the

great tradition downward, comes into the villages
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of present-day India. He is thinking of peasant

India when he writes that "hardly <a day passes

without some sweet-voiced, gifted expounder sitting

in a temple, mutt, public hall or house-front and

expounding to hundreds and thousands the story

of the Dharma that Rama upheld and the Adharma

by which Ravana fell."
16

This same interest on the part of humanistic

scholars in the relations between the hierarchic and

the lay cultures is shown in a work about the rela-

tions between Islamic doctrine and the local cul-

tures that became Islamized. In the introductory

chapter Professor G. von Grunebaum
,
considers

different ways in which the conflict, coexistence,

and interaction of the Islamic high culture and the

local cultures can be described. Adopting the terms

that are used in this book, he writes: "This is

to say that one of the two patterns is recognized as

the more advanced; it is assumed to make authority;

it is almost exclusively represented in the writings

as well as the public actions of the elite; social pres-

tige is dependent on its adoption. In the ddr al-Islam

the Islamic pattern is in general in the position ofthe

great tradition. In contrast, the little tradition is the

catchment ofthe popular undercurrent; its effective-

ness is still felt by the intelligentsia, but 'officially'
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it will be denied or deprecated. Where the hy-

potheses oftbe great tradition are considered beliefs,

the hypotheses of the little tradition will be con-

sidered superstitions. In fact, the social position of a

person may depend on which of the two traditions

he determines to live by."
17

Von Grunebaum distinguishes between two kinds

of adjustment between these two patterns or tradi-

tions. They may become accommodated to each

other, as when the Iskmic teachers recognize the

popukr tradition as the religion of the ignorant or

tolerate local practices which might have been con-

sidered heretical. Saladin sent a Christian cross to

Baghdad; it was first despised but in the end was

treated with reverence. In Turkey and Syria Mus-

lims were or are permitted to resort to the invoca-

tion of Christian saints. The expounders of hier-

archic Islam, says Von Grunebaum, may integrate

the local belief or practice with orthodoxy by inter-

pretations of doctrine that provide a sanction for it.

"The Prophet himself set the precedent for this

procedure by giving an Islamic meaning to the

heathen pilgrimage rites which he welded into the

Muslim hajj to Mecca. ..." This integration or in-

corporation of the local culture is abundantly illus-

trated by "the justification within the framework of
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orthodoxy of the cult of the saints/'
18

In spite of the

apparently uncompromising monotheism of Islam,

the saint "is interpreted as the possessor of gnostic

knowledge" and so accepted, or Koranic evidence

is found to prove the existence of familiars of the

Lord, therefore of saints. Here the Islamist comes

to meet the anthropologist. Professor von Grune-

baum, discussing the interaction between local saint

and Islamic orthodoxy, sees from the top, so to

speak, the same interaction that Westermarck, 19

studying local saints in Morocco, saw from the

bottom.

The Islamist can study a great tradition from its

first origins, and the first interrelations of hierarchic

and lay culture are relatively close to his own day
and power of observation. Jslam, ajdoctrine thrown

up from local culture, itself became a secondary

civilization as it moved into Persia and IndiaJThe

Sanskritist and the Sinologist are concerned with

much more ancient and complex interactions of

great traditions, slowly developing from primitive

thought and practice, themselves dividing and

undergoing much modification and restatement,

while influencing and being influenced by the

thoughts and actions of millions of little people. All

these scholars tell the story of the relationships be-
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tween the two strands of culture in civilization from

the point of view of the elite, of those who uphold

the great tradition. Raghavan follows Vedic lore

downward into the villages. Von Grunebaum reads

the writings of Islamic thinkers and teachers and

reports their struggles with the local and lay cul-

tures. Both reach the village and the peasant in the

course of their studies, and now they will find ar-

rived there the anthropologist a fellow ill pre-

pared to report his villagers as terminal points hi

the long history of a great doctrine. Yet the anthro-

pologist cannot ignore these connections with phi-

losophy and with refined schools of thought. He sees

their traces and their professional representatives in

the villages. He may wish he had stayed with

autonomous cultures, alone and undisturbed, in a

community that is a world to itself and in which he,

the anthropologist, is the sole student. But in con-

sidering peasantry, he has taken on something else.

( He has taken on some part of the responsibility

for the study of a composite cultural structure com-

prised of little and great traditions which have

interacted in the past and which are still interacting

today./He shares the responsibility with the historian

and the humanist. Both can conceive of the civili-

zation which they study as a persisting and char-
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acteristic but always changing interaction between

little and great traditions. So conceived, the civiliza-

tion is a content of thought with its expressions in

action and symbol/The civilization is compound in

that it has parts or levels, each present in some ofthe

people who carry on that civilization more than in

others. These people live similar but notably differ-

ent lives, and they live them apart, some in villages,

some in cities or shrine-centers, temples, or monas-

teries. These parts or levels are something other than

local (regional) cultures; they are something differ-

ent from the subcultures characterizing the occupa-

tional groups concerned with secular specialties.

They are different because the learning of the great

tradition is an outgrowth of the little tradition and

is now an exemplar for the people who carry the

little tradition. .Great and little traditions are dimen-

sions of one another; those people who carry on the

lower layers and those who maintain the high alike

recognize the_same order of "highness" and "low-

ness."

Thought of as basic values, or as world view, the

two layers or dimensions will be seen as similar

and yet notably different. Even one who knows as

little of India as I do may suppose that the world

view of the little traditions of India is on the whole
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polytheistic, magical, and unphilosophical, while

the different strands of the great Vedic tradition

choose different intellectual and ethical emphases:

the Vedas tend to be polytheistic and poetical, the

Upanishads abstract, monistic, and not very theistic,

while the important Vaishnavaism and Shaivism

are theistic and ethical. Corresponding contrasts

appear, to mention just one other great tradition,

"when we compare Taoism as a philosophy . . .

with Taoism as a popular organized religion. Thus

in philosophical Taoism the emphasis is on the sub-

ordination of man to nature, whereas in religious

Taoism the goal is in the acquisition ofhuman im-

mortality through magical means, in other words,

the gaining by man of control over natural forces;

likewise in philosophical Taoism any idea of divine

causation is rigidly excluded, whereas in religious

Taoism the universe is peopled by a vast host of

anthropomorphic deities/'
20

As we proceed to understand civilizations thus

composed, we shall need to improve the communi-

cation between humanist-historian and anthropolo-

gist.
The former may come better to understand the

relations of the reflective thought he studies to the

total life of that civilization; the latter may be

helped to describe his small community in so far as
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its ways of life affect and are affected by the teachings

of the great traditions. The forms in which the two

kinds of research enterprises are conceived and

carried on differ notably, of course; but their rele-

vance to each other can be clarified and cultivated.

We need the textual studies of the historian and

student of art and literature. The student of the

hierarchic culture has for his subject matter a corpus

of texts. These texts are not only verbal. The world

view ofHindu thought is written in the architecture

of its temples as well as in its philosophies.
21 The

studies of the anthropologist are contextual:
22

they

relate some element of the great tradition sacred

uook, story-element, teacher, ceremony, or super-

natural being to the life of the ordinary people, in

the context of daily life as the anthropologist sees it

happen.

The textual and the contextual studies will easily

be found to come into connection with one another

where the content of the text has important place in

the context of village life. The Ramayana is the

ancient source widely influential

day. Derived from oral tales, it was fashioned into a

Sanskrit epic by some poet it is said, one Valmiki

and so became part of India
J

s^gr^jtradition._^om
the ninth century to the sixteenth century it was
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translated into many of the Indian vernaculars and

in these forms was taught and sung by those pro-

fessionals ofthe cultural structure about whom Pro-

fessor Raghavan has told us. In the sixteenth cen-

tury Tulsi-Das made a Hindi version which became

the script for many a village celebration. This

writer, an exponent of high culture, made a kind

of basic text. We are told that this version is perhaps

better known among the common people of India

than is the Bible among rural English people. But

then, as time went on, the Hindi of the Tulsi-Das

version became hard for the peasants to understand.

They added to it accretions from their local popular

usage. And now, in village India, this basic text re-

quires interpretation to be intelligible to the vil-

lagers. This is how it is done in connection with the

festival ofRam Lila. There are two kinds of partici-

pants in the dramatic representation ofthe stories of

Ram and Sita and the struggle with Ravana. The

pundit, on behalf of the greater tradition, steps on

the stage and reads from the Hindi text of the six-

teenth century with later popular interpolations.

It is necessary that this text be read, because it is

holy. But it is hard to understand. So, while the

pundit is yet reciting, the impersonator (who is

an unlettered villager) "starts to enact the deed
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which the recitation mentions. The pundit pauses,

and the actor, raising his voice, paraphrases in a

speech in clear modern prose the verse which the

audience has just heard/'23 So are the levels of the

tradition linked in the actual arrangements for cere-

monial moral instruction in the villages. So might

we study Bible stories in the sermons of a rustic

Western community or the actual communication

and modification of Confucian teaching in Chinese

villages.

'When the anthropologist studies an isolated

primitive community, the context is that community

and its local and immediate culture. When he comes

to study a peasant community and its culture, the

context is widened to include the elements of the

great tradition that are or have been in interaction

with what is local and immediate. If he is interested

in the transformations that take place through this

interaction (diachronic studies), he will investigate

the communication of little and great traditions with

each other and the changes that may have resulted

or come to result in one or both because ofthe com-

munication. If he regards the peasant village as a

persisting system, as synchronic studies (perhaps

limiting his view of the lapse of time to the three

generations that are sometimes said to constitute
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the period within which the recurrent changes that

sustain the system take place), he will include in the

analysis the persisting and expectable communica-

tions from the great tradition to the village as these

are necessary to maintain the culture of the peasant.

How is this to be done?

In some published accounts of peasant communi-

ties the reader does learn something of the ways in

which local religious beliefand ritual are like or un-

like the belief and ritual of the hierarchic religious

culture with which the villagers are in communica-

tion through their priests, teachers, or experiences

in travel.24 But procedures for the reporting and

analysis of these communications and their effects,

either in sustaining the local culture or in contribut-

ing to the history of its modifications and its effects

on the great tradition, are yet to be developed. I sug-

gest that it may be in the course of their work in

India that anthropologists will come to develop

them. It is in India that the great (Sanskritic) tradi-

tion is in constant, various, and conspicuous inter-

action with the life of the local communities. It is

there that the teachings of reflective and civilized

minds appear plainly in the festivals, rituals, and in

the ideals of the peasantry.^ is in India that a manA
ascribed status, in the form of caste, is closely as-
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sociated with the claim of that caste to participation

in the rituals and ideals of life as inculcated in
r

Sanskritic teaching. Professor Srinivas has given us

an account25 of the way that certain village people,

the Coorgs, who had ways of life somewhat apart

from the Sanskritic tradition, have been taking on,

in part quite consciously, elements ofHindu culture.

The Coorgs have come to think of themselves as

Kshatriyas, people of the warrior varna, and have

come under the influence of Hinduism to the point

that four of their number have become sanyasis,

dedicated holy men observing the teachings of the

Indian high tradition. The Coorgs have taken a high

place in the general Indian hierarchy of status; they

have Hinduized their claims to status. So far does

the great tradition reach and so much does it yet do

in India to change the cultures of depressed or mar-

ginal peoples.

In very recent years Western anthropologists

have come in considerable numbers to study the

Indian peasant villages as they lie within Hindu,

Moslem, or modern Western civilization. One such

recent study begins to provide conceptions and ways
ofwork for analyzing the mutual effect ofhierarchic

Hinduism and village culture on each other. This is

a paper by McKim Marriott.26 The viewpoint is
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"diachronic"; the subject is conceived not only in

terms of social relations but also "culturally" as

customs and institutions in course of modification.

In the village he studied, which he calls Kishan

Garhi, in Uttar Pradesh, the religion consists of ele-

ments of local culture and elements of the high
Sanskrit tradition in close adjustment and integra-

tion. He finds "evidences of accretion and of trans-

mutation in form without apparent replacement and

without rationalization of the accumulated and

transformed elements/' Fifteen of nineteen festivals

celebrated in Kishan Garhi are sanctioned in uni-

versal Sanskrit texts. But some of the local festivals

have no place in Sanskrit teaching; those that do are

but a small part ofthe entire corpus offestivals sanc-

tioned by Sanskrit literature; villagers confuse or

choose between various classical meanings for their

festivals; and even the most Sanskritic of the local

festivals have obviously taken on elements of ritual

that arose, not out of the great tradition, but out of

the local peasant life.

This kind of syncretization is familiar to students

ofpaganism and Christianity or to students ofIslam

in its rektions to local cults in North Africa.
lf
Mar-

riott proposes that the two-way interaction between

little and great traditions be studied as two comple-
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mentary processes to which he gives names. For one

thing, the little traditions of the folk exercise their

influence on the authors ofthe Hindu great tradition

who take up some element of belief or practice and,

by incorporating it in their reflective statement of

Hindu orthodoxy, universalize that element for

all who thereafter come under the influence of their

teaching. Marriott cannot quite prove
27 that the

following was indeed an instance ofuniversalization,

but he suggests that the goddess Laksmi of Hindu

orthodoxy is derived from such deities as he saw

represented in his vilkge daubed on walls or fash-

ioned in images of dung: the natures and meanings
of the high goddess and the local godlings are simi-

lar, and some villagers identify the latter with

Laksmi. Also, Marriott reports an annual festival

in which wives go to visit their brothers in the vil-

lages of their origins and in which these women,

leaving their brothers to return home, express their

attachment to them by placing barley shoots on the

brothers' heads and ears, the brothers reciprocating

with gifts of small coins.* One of the Puranas, a

classic source of Sanskritic instruction, fixes the

form for a Brahmanical ritual according to which,

on the same day as that on which is held the village

rite referred to, each village priest goes to his patron
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and ties upon his wrist a charm of many-colored

thread, the patron then giving money to the Brah-

man. Did the local rite give rise to the ceremony

fixed in the Parana, or is it an application ofwhat the

Parana teaches? Marriott inclines to the former ex-

planation and thinks of this interaction between the

two dimensions or layers of the religion as illustrat-

ing universalization.

The opposite process, which Marriott calls "pa-

rochialization," is that by which some Sanskritic ele-

ment is learned about and then re-formed by the

villagers to become a part of their local cult. For ex-

ample: a divine sage of the Sanskritic tradition, as-

sociated by the Brahman elders with the planet

Venus, is represented by erection of a stone in the

village. Brides are now taken here to worship with

their husbands. But then the origins of the stone

are forgotten; it comes to be regarded as the abode

of the ancestral spirits
of the Brahmans who put it

there. Again, the Sanskritic tradition, as expressed

in the great Indian myths, gives sanction to a festival

celebrated in nine successive nights in honor of great

goddesses of the pantheon of India's great tradition.

In the village of Kishan Garhi the people include in

the beings to be honored during the festival ofNine

Nights a being they call Naurtha: each morning and
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evening during the nine days women and children

worship this Naurtha by bathing, singing, and mak-

ing figurines of mud. Naurtha has no place in the

great tradition. Marriott is able to show that she

has come into existence in the village through sim-

ble linguistic corruption a misunderstanding of

the phrase "Nava Ratra" which means "Nine

Nights/* So by mere linguistic confusion in the

communication between the little tradition and the

great tradition, a minor goddess has been created.

Marriott was able to learn something about the

interaction of great and little traditions in bringing

about the translation or substitution of meanings
and connections of rite and belief because he has

read some of the sources of Hindu orthodoxy and

because in the village he studied he found some peo-

ple much more than others in communication with

those sources. The village includes the educated and

the ignorant, and the villager himself is well aware

of the difference. A more educated villager calls

himself a sanatani, a follower of the orthodox and

traditional way; a Brahman domestic priest distin-

guishes "doers and knowers"; the ordinary villager

says that a certain ritual is Narayan, a deity in-

seminating the mortar in which the family husks

grain, but an educated man of the same village says
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that it is a symbol of the creation of the world.28

Where there are such differences as between vil-

lagers, the connections the village has with the

philosopher or theologian can be traced in part by

the anthropologist in his community study. The

analysis then moves outward and upward to meet

such investigations of the downward movement of

orthodoxy or philosophy as is studied by Von

Grunebaum for Islam and by Raghavan for Hindu-

ism.

One is encouraged to imagine the kinds of studies

ofthe interaction ofthe two aspects oftradition that

will develop in anthropology. Still thinking of

India, where the material is abundant and interest-

ing, I remark that the interaction may be conceived

in a more cultural or in a more societal way. Mar-

riott's study represents the former. Milton Singer,

writing from India, is impressed with the impor-

tance of what he calls "the cultural media" song,

dance, drama, festival, ceremony, recitations and

discourse, prayers with offerings in expressing

Indian culture. He is struck by the ways in which

these forms constantly merge with one another and

suggests that Indians, and perhaps all peoples, con-

ceive of their culture as encapsulated in specific cul-

tural forms which can be exhibited in "cultural per-
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formances" to outsiders and to themselves. 29 One

may perhaps analyze how elements ofhigh tradition

are communicated tp the villager in these cultural

forms, and how the elements are modified as they
are taken into the local culture.

Or it may become possible and important to

study particular "cultural institutions," those activi-

ties and personnel that exist for the purpose ofcom-

municating the great tradition. In India it should be

possible, as Marriott suggests, to study a temple at

its points of contact with pilgrims or one of those

many regional shrines which house the images of

those deities that are intermediate between great and

little traditions, being local forms of the one and

universalized forms of the other. Where a fairly

limited community contains institutions of formal

instruction, the social organization of tradition can

be studied, I should imagine, in those institutions.

The Muslim school differs from the Hindu temple
as a religion based on

fidelity to an ultimate perfect

revelation recorded in one book differs from a

religion of polymorphous symbolic expression of

levels of the same truth. From what I read,
30 the

Magreb ofMorocco even today provide an instance

of an ancient and little changed structure of Islamic

sacred tradition. We are told by Professor Le Tour-
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neau that there is practically no difference there be-

tween a work written in the sixteenth century and

one written in the twentieth, newspapers are un-

known, and the intellectual life is confined to a small

elite who are concerned ever with the same prob-

lems of interpreting Muslim orthodoxy. The

peasant in the village is connected with Muslim

orthodoxy by koranic teachers and minor adminis-

trative employees; such people are taught in mosque-

schools in the minor cities; a few then attend the

mosque to learn Muslim law or elements of Arabic

grammar; and a very few go to Muslim universities

in Fez or Tunis. Here the stable connections between

village and city life with regard to the cultivated

sacred tradition can be defined.

In India one might study one of the subcastes

whose functions are to cultivate the history and

genealogy of their caste, or one might study a caste

composed of entertainers and singers who sing

traditional stories from the Ramayana or the Ma-

habharata to their patrons.
31 Such castes are corpo-

rate groups relating great and little traditions to each

other.(it seems that in India the structure^of tradi-

tion is very complex indeed and provided with a

great variety of specialists, often caste-organized,

for communicating the greater traditions to the
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lesser. Milton Singer says that in Madras he finds

three major groups of specialists associated with the

Sanskritic tradition: the priests supervising domestic

and temple rites; reciters, singers, and dancers who

convey the popular Puranic culture; and Sanskrit

pundits and scholars who cultivate different branches

of Sanskritic learning,
' Looked at in this way, the interaction ofgreat and

little traditions can be regarded as a part ofthe social

structure of the peasant community in its enlarged

context.\We are concerned with those persisting

and important arrangements of roles and statuses,

in part appearing in such corporate groups as castes

and sects, that are concerned with the cultivation

and inculcation of the great tradition. The concept

is an extension or specialization of the concept of

social structure as used by anthropologists in the

study of societies that are more nearly self-contained

than are peasant villages. We turn now to consider,

for the compound peasant society, a certain kind

of the persisting social relations, a certain part of the

social structure. The relations between Muslim

teacher and pupil, between Brahman priest and lay-

man, between Chinese scholar and Chinese peasant

all such as these that are ofimportance in bringing

about the communication of great tradition to the
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peasant or that, perhaps without anyone's intention,

cause the peasant tradition to affect the doctrine of

the learned constitute the social structure of the

culture, the structure of tradition. From this point of

view a civilization is an organization of specialists,

of kinds of role-occupiers in characteristic relations

to one another and to lay people and performing

characteristic functions concerned with the trans-

mission of tradition.

We might, as does Professor Raymond Firth,

reserve the phrase
'

'social organization"
32 in connec-

tion with concrete activity at particular times and

places. ocial organization is the way that people

put together elements of action so as to get done

something they want done.\Social structure is a per-

sisting general character, a "pattern" of typical re-

ationships |
social organization is described when we

account for the choices and resolutions of difficulties

md conflicts that actually went on in one particular

situation. Accordingly we might withdraw the

title of this chapter from its wider use and reserve

it for jthejway_
in which elements of action are

put together in any particular case of transmission

sf tradition. Thus we shall be studying the so-

:ial organization of tradition when we investigate

:he way in which the school day is arranged in the
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conservative Islamic school, or when we study the

way in which the festival of Ram Lila is brought
about in an Indian community, the peasants and the

literate pundit co-operating to the end that the

sacred stories are acted out to the accompaniment of

readings from the sacred text ofthe higher tradition.

If there are problems of adjustment between what

the more learned man would like to see done and

what the lay people of the village think proper or

entertaining, these cases of social organization of

tradition will be the more interesting. I remember

lost opportunities to study the social organization of

tradition in my own field work, especially one oc-

casion when the Catholic parish priest and th^ local

shaman of the Maya tradition took part, successive-

ly, in a ceremony of purification in a Guatemalan

village. There were then many pushings and pull-

ings, many matters of doubt, conflict, and compro-

mise, which I failed to record. In that case there

were, of course, two more esoteric traditions, in

some degree of conflict with each other, and both

requiring some adjustment to the expectations ofthe

villagers.

So we come to develop forms of thought ap-

propriate to the wider systems, the enlarged con-

texts, of our anthropological work. In studying a
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primitive society, in its characteristic self-contain-

ment, its societal and cultural autonomy, we hardly

notice the social structure of tradition. It may be

present there quite simply in a few shamans or

priests, fellow-members of the small community,

very similar to others within it. In a primitive and

preliterate society we cannot know much of the

history of its culture. The structure of tradition in

early Zuni is seen as a division of function within

the tribal community and is seen as something now

going on, not as a history. But ja. civilization has

both great regional scope and great historic depth.

It is a great whole, in space and in time, by virtue of

the complexity of the organization which main-

tains and cultivates its traditions and communicates

them from the great tradition to the many and

varied small local societies within it. The anthro-

pologist who studies one ofthese small societies finds

it far from autonomous and comes to report and

analyze it in its relations, societal and cultural, to

state and to civilization.
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IV

The Peasant View of the Good Life

THE ANTHROPOLOGY of the early twen-

tieth century stressed the differences among peoples

rather than the resemblancesJ Primitive societies, es-

pecially those distant from each other, were shown

to exhibit contrasting customs, opposing views of

the good life. Two neighboring tribes ofthe Plains

may be similar, but the Canadian Kwakiutl have a

way of life very different from that ofthe Zuni and

yet more different from that of the Melanesian

Dobu. 1 We learned that people with roughly similar

ways of getting a living may nevertheless have dif-

ferent moral systems and world views. The Aus-

tralian food gatherers and those of aboriginal Cali-

fornia would not feel at home each in the company
ofthe other, and the agricultural Zuni and the agri-

cultural tribes ofnorthern Luzon are notably differ-

ent kinds of people. Even as between tribal peoples

living in the same part ofthe world, marked differ-

ences in value-orientation have been reported.
2

On the other hand, whatever anthropologists

may think about it, there is a common impression

that peasantry are much the same over very wide
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regions, even the whole world over. Oscar Handlin,

reviewing the peasant qualities that immigrants

brought to North America, asserts that "from the

westernmost reaches of Europe, in Ireland, in

Russia in the east, the peasant masses had maintained

an imperturbable sameness/* 3 He then describes that

sameness: everywhere a personal bond with the

land; attachment to an integrated village or local

community; central importance of the family; mar-

riage a provision of economic welfare; patrilocal

residence and descent in the male line; a strain be-

tween the attachment to the land and the local

world and the necessity to raise money crops; and

so on. An observer of East Indian peasant life finds

in these peasants "the real link between East and

West/' "He represents a way of life as old as civi-

lization itself*' with "an underlying unity which

makes peasants everywhere akin." 4 The same im-

pression is reported by a recent French writer, who

thinks that peasantry are so much the same every-

where that he calls them "a psycho-physiological

race," and declares that peasant and remote peasant

are more alike than are city man and peasant in the

same country. And he also mentions features he

thinks present among peasantry everywhere: the

family as a social group, the mystic attachment to
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the farm, the emphasis on procreation.
5 The impres-

sion that peasantry are sofriehow a type ofmankind

is strengthened when one finds in a Latin writing of

the fourth century a description of the peasantry of

that time and place that could be substituted for

Handlings words about other and later peasants.
6

This impression became my own personal ex-

perience when in reading about peasant societies in

many places and times I came to feel that much that

I read was already familiar to me from what I had

experienced in peasant communities of Maya
Indians in Yucatari, In Reymont's novel 7 about

Polish peasants, in Chinese villages, in recent ac-

counts of Latin-American and European country

people, I felt this "imperturbable sameness/' And I

began to wonder of what this sameness consisted

and whether or not it could be shown to be a fact.

In a paper published nine years ago, Professor

E. K. L. Francis suggested that the sameness might
consist of "an integrated pattern of dominant atti-

tudes" 8 of "a distinct peasant substratum of society

in widespread areas of the globe/'
9 Professor

Francis proceeded to identify this integrated pattern

of dominant attitudes as it appeared to him from a

study of the oldest book we have about peasant life:

Hesiod's Works and Days. Hesiod had enough urban
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sophistication to go to law with his brother in dis-

puting an inheritance and to learn poetic art from

books and so go on to win prizes at poetry-writing,

but he did for years live with peasants.

Professor Francis' summary of what Hesiod tells

us was so well done and so suggestive of other

peasantry that it occurred to me to look for similar

things in some other peasant communities. Invited

to contribute to a series of lectures on "The Good

Life/' I adopted this phrase for the "integrated pat-

tern of dominant attitudes/' especially as represent-

ing the value-orientations of people, and made a

brief comparison of Hesiod's description of Boeo-

tians of the sixth century B.C. with the Maya Indians

of recent Yucatan (because I knew them directly)

and with the simple rural people of Surrey as de-

scribed by George Sturt.
10 Sturt (who wrote under

the name of George Bourne) also directs our atten-

tion toward dominant attitudes or ideas as to how

life ought to be lived, in this case those of English

peasants transformed into rural people after the

inclosure of the commons in 1861 and the later

coming to the countryside of people from towns

and cities. George Sturt witnessed many of these

changes.

In the course of my little comparison of these
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three peoples, so separate in space and time, I found

so much likeness that I wrote that "if a peasant from

any one ofthese three widely separated communities

could have been transported by some convenient

genie to any one of the others and equipped with a

knowledge of the language in the village to which

he had been moved, he would very quickly come

to feel at home. And this would be because the

fundamental orientations of life would be un-

changed. The compass of his career would continue

to point to the same moral north." And I went on to

particularize the resemblances that I found. 11 The

rest of this chapter is about these particularizations as

to peasant attitudes and values and especially about

what became of them as they were examined and

tested by other evidence.

The lecture in which I came to this conclusion was

not written as a contribution to science but merely to

suggest to an audience that peasants have something

that one would want to call a view of the good life.

To declare important similarities, with no attention

to differences, as to qualities only vaguely defined

as among peoples so widely separate in time and

space as the ancient Boeotians, the recent English

countrypeople, and the remade Indian peasantry

of present-day Yucatan, is not good science, but it
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is a good way to get a discussion going. There is so

much about the comparison that may be challenged.

The meaning of the phrase, "the good life/' and of

other words used to describe peasant values, the

validity ofcomparisons based on such different kinds

of sources of information on such widely separated

peoples, and the worth of generalizations offered

after brief examination of only three out of thou-

sands of more or less peasant peoples, all invite

criticism.

The criticism came. It was provoked and guided

through the kindness and skill of Professor F. G.

Friedmann, himself a student of the peasants of

southern Italy and long interested in those aspects of

the life of simple peoples that anthropologists call

"value orientations" or perhaps "ethos/* As a philos-

opher and humanist, he called these orientations more

simply, "way and view of life," and he brought

about a discussion, by exchange of letters, ofmy lec-

ture and of the topic generally. About a dozen per-

sons who had studied peasant peoples in one part

of the world or another contributed to this little

symposium. In what follows I draw very largely on

the contributions ofthese other students, and in con-

nectioii with particular issues mention their names.

I am very grateful to them all and hope that they

will further correct and develop the small begin-
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nings I make here in reporting some of the results

of the discussion. I use their contributions not so

much to provide a description of peasant values as

to support an opinion that the problem is a real one.

The effect of the discussion, as far as it has gone,

seems to me to intensify the impression that the cir-

cumstances of peasantry tend to bring about in such

peoples views of life that have some similarity: that

the view of life ofone peasant people will be found

to have resemblances to that ofsome others, but not

always at the same points of resemblance. Further,

I believe that as terms come to be better defined and

as facts are more sharply reported and brought more

definitely to bear on more restricted questions, some

of these points of resemblance or difference will be

provided with explanations, with statements of par-
ticular circumstance which account for them. In

short, this excursion into problems of peasantry as a

human type, an attitude toward the universe, seems

to me to be one of the consequences of that enlarge-

ment of the anthropological subject matter which is

the subject of these four chapters. Not much is

known about these problems as yet. I think that the

discussion led by Professor Friedmann has shown

them to be accessible to more considered examina-

tion and investigation.

I begin now with the first three generalizations I

in
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offered in that early offhand comparison and say

what became of them in the discussion that fol-

lowed. Among peasants ofnineteenth-century Eng-

land, present-day Yucatan, and ancient Boeotia,

I seemed to find a cluster of three closely related

attitudes or values: an intimate and reverent attitude

toward the land; the idea that agricultural work is

good and commerce not so good; and an emphasis

on productive industry as a prime virtue. As to the

intimate and reverent attitude toward the land, the

injunction of Hesiod chimed in closely with many
a piece of advice I had heard the Yucatecan agri-

culturalist give to his son or offer to me, the record-

ing ethnologist. The Maya farmer teaches his boy
how to use the ax and the machete, while also he

sees to it that the youth bows his head in prayer

when the forest is cleared for planting and that he

always treats the maize plant with reverence and the

maize field as something of a holy place. In Hesiod's

pages too I found this mixture of prudence and

piety as to the agricultural life, and I concluded that

for ancient Greek as for recent Maya, nature is man's

and gods' both; nature is wrought upon, but decent

respect attends the work; farming is practical action

suffused with religious feeling. In the book about

the Sussex countryman I found no explicit religious
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expressions with regard to agriculture, but quoted

George Sturt to the effect that there too prevailed

a similar feeling of intimacy with nature and rever-

ence for it. There, although the formal expressions

of religion-in-agriculture are lacking, there remains

what Sturt calls "the faint sense ofsomething vener-

able" in the landscape and in agricultural activity.

I went on to declare the peasant's emphasis on

agricultural industriousness as a prime virtue and

suggested that this emphasis is supported by three

principal considerations: security, respect, and the

religious feeling already noted. I quoted Hesiod again

as to the security and respect that comes to a man

who is industrious, and I reported how the rural

Yucatecan also taught his children to work hard on

the land, because both his livelihood ancf his reputa-

tion depended on it and because the gods expected

it. I showed that in a Maya village I knew some men

continued to practice agriculture although eco-

nomically disadvantageous because to plant a corn-

field was essential to participating in the moral and

religious life of the community.

Further, I mentioned the scorn exhibited by the

rural Maya toward the townsman as a creature

easily tiring and unable to sustain the labor which

was the necessity and pride of the villager and
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quoted George Sturt to similar effect in connection

with the Sussex countryman. This contrast, to the

advantage of himself, the rural Mayan, and the

Boeotian, extends also to the man of commerce. In

Yucatan commerce became something of a game

and venture to the later peasantry but never came

to have anything like the importance and serious-

ness of agriculture. Similarly, Hesiod's advice is un-

favorable to business ventures; his section on the

subject begins with the words, "If you turn your

misguided heart to trading. ..." In summary, I

thought I found in the three peoples I reviewed a

sober attitude toward work, a satisfaction in work-

ing long and hard in the fields, a disinclination to

adventure or to speculate. I thought all this in strik-

ing contrast (as Francis and others have noted) to the

view and ideals of such warrior-chieftains as are

described in the Iliad or the Mahabharata.

And how did this characterization fare in the dis-

cussion? At first some corroboration appeared. Pro-

fessor Irwin T. Sanders had already described the

Bulgarian peasant as putting forward among chief

values "land ownership, hard work, frugality."
12

Professor Donald Pitkin remarked, from his read-

ing, that to the Irish countryman and to the French

Canadian peasant also "the emphasis on productive
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industry as a prime good and central duty would

ring true."

But it soon appeared that not all the people we

find it easy to call peasants feel this way about their

land and work. Pitkin told us that the peasant of

southern Italy works because one must in order to

eat but feels that it is better to work with one's

head than with one's hands and better yet not to

work at all. And Friedrnann does not find that the

impoverished southern Italian takes that reverent

attitude toward the land which is so marked among
the Maya and was at least recognizable among the

late peasantry of England according to Sturt.

Why are the southern Italian peasants different

in this respect? And what other peasantry or near-

peasantry also feel that the land is just something on

which one works as a necessity, not as a virtue?

Looking further, I find that the town-dwelling

Andalusians recently reported by J.
A. Pitt-Rivers

lack a mystical attitude toward the land; they go out

to cultivate the land, but they do not love it.
13 Labor

on the land is no prime virtue with them. And a

French author whom Pitt-Rivers quotes in his book

says that much the same may be said of the Syrian

peasant: "The fellah cultivates . . . with regret . . .

he works for himself and not for the land; he does
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not feel that the land is an extension of himself"

("II ne sent pas que celle-ci le depasse et le pro-

longue").
14 This appears to be a real difference: the

Maya, and I think the French Canadian, and the

old-fashioned rural Englishman, did feel that the

land was an extension of himself.

Professor Tullio Tentori, another student of

Italian peasantry, and also Donald Pitkin have pro-

posed that those peasants who emphasize labor on

the land as a virtue have enough land and security

so that agricultural work does, in fact, result in an

existence with some dignity, not 'just a sort of

desperate scrounging for existence" (Pitkin). The

economic condition of the south Italian is certainly

bad, and one can see that there, where also examples
ofwealth and of pleasanter urban living are present,

the wish to escape agricultural toil might easily de-

velop. I am not so sure that the same explanation

will serve for the Spanish mountain-dwelling agri-

culturalist, who is apparently better offeconomically
than is the south Italian.

I begin to wonder if it is a mere accident that

those European peasant villages where the dignity
of agricultural work is recognized are, so far as

these reports go, some distance from the Mediter-

ranean. It is the Bulgarian, the Irish countryman,
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the Englishman, who are reported as showing the

feeling ofdignity in work on the land. It is the south

Italian, the Andalusian, the Syrian, who do not.

Pitt-Rivers says that the attitude he found in the

Andalusian town "is typical of the whole Mediter-

ranean, though it contrasts with the north-west of

the Iberian peninsula."
15 This sounds as if the differ-

ences in attitude might in part reflect some ancient

regional differences of culture. One recalls the

emphasis on town-dwelling throughout the ancient

Mediterranean area as contrasted with the more

tribal and migratory character of the ancient people

of northern and eastern Europe. The Andalusian

thinks of himself as a townsman although he works

the land and belongs culturally to a class inferior to

the more educated elite. The possibility presents itself

that around the Mediterranean Sea the prestige ofthe

town, the polis, carried with it at an early date the

peasant's distaste for agricultural life. But does not

this possibility seem less likely when one recalls

Hesiod's injunctions as to agricultural industry? Or

do his words express a time and place when and

where rural Greeks had not come to form a dis-

taste for farming? Or is it that Hesiod is not to be

read as evidence of a sense of virtue in performing

agricultural work?
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It may be that both kinds of explanations, his-

torical and ecological-economic, for peasant atti-

tudes toward land and labor are valid with different

weights and effects in different parts of the world.

To the Maya Indian labor on the milpa is dignified

by its connections with religion and manly virtue;

and, in fact, he does earn himself a decent way of

life by agricultural toil. The religiousness of his

agriculture arose in primitive life and has not been

destroyed by a more secular civilization. The senti-

mental and moral attachments of the old-fashioned

English peasant to his land are farther away from

such primitive involvements of religion and agri-

culture. The Maya is a primitive agriculturalist who,

having been something of a peasant to his indig-

enous elite, has become a peasant to the Spanish-

Maya elite of the present day. The English country-

man ceased to be a more secular kind of peasant

while it was yet possible to earn a life of dignity in

rural labor. The south Italian may bring a distaste

for rural life down from ancient times, while he also

is influenced by the fact that he now lives in hardship

in contrast to the life of the gentry and the rich.

The case of the rural Paraguayans described by
Elman and Helen Service is interesting and suggests

possible directions in which explanations for re-
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semblances and differences in these attitudes may be

found. The Paraguayans live on scattered farms as

squatters. Their agricultural resources are not closed:

the people can get more land by making an effort to

reclaim waste for agriculture. We are told that

these people, who have important relationships of

power and status with an educated elite, have

"typical peasant attitudes" in that, at least, they

farm to keep themselves fed and as a way of life and

not as a business enterprise. These Paraguayans do

not regard ownership of land as particularly desir-

able; they get along all right without owning it, for

they control the land on which they live without

legal right. When they work for hire, they regard

their relationship to their employer as personal, and

their work as the performance of a favor to a friend.

It is not clear from the account just how they value

their own labor on the land. But one gets the feeling

that to understand the attitudes ofthese Paraguayans

one must take into account both the fact that land

resources are not strictly limited and the fact, his-

torical rather than environmental or ecological, that

they came to Paraguay as pioneers and did not bring

with them such religion and social systems centered

around agriculture as grew up in America among
the Maya\-""^
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Up to this point the attempt to reconcile the

somewhat conflicting accounts ofthe attitudes peas-

ants have with regard to the land and their work

upon it has proceeded on the assumption that the

different accounts are equivalent, that is, that all

these writers provide us with reliable answers to the

same question: Do these peasants think labor on

the land is good? It is doubtful that they do. What

is meant by "think good"? Apparently the con-

tributors to the symposium all understood that what

was under discussion was the peasant's view ofwhat

is good, not the good asjudged by the observer and

outsider. But the "good" ofthe peasant is of several

kinds or dimensions. Dr. Borje Hanssen, in writing

of old-time Swedish peasants, brought this to the

fore by pointing out that physical vigor and endur-

ance are "goods" in that it is a desirable and neces-

sary thing to have these powers; on the other hand,

labor on the land is not desired: the peasant prefers

"his resting place by the warm stove more than

any kind of hard work." One imagines that it

could be truly said of more than one peasant that

hard work in the fields is a virtue taught and re-

spected, while at the same time rest and leisure are

not merely desired but desirable that is, within

some limits of disapproved idleness, it is thought
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good in the nature of things not to work but to be

free from work. Dr. Hanssen has also raised the

point that the good (the desirable?) for the indi-

vidual may be distinguishable from the good for

the community, that is, there may be a certain in-

consistency among elements of the desirable.

This turn in the discussion demands a reconsidera-

tion ofour sources and a re-examination ofour con-

cepts. Maybe the sources are talking of different

aspects of "the good." It may be that Friedmann,

Tentori, and Pitkin could tell us something about

the positive value placed on industriousness in the

field in the face of the south Italian's wish to escape

his little-rewarding toil, while it yet remains true

that labor has more dignity in French Canada and

in Yucatan than it has in Calabria. My* report of

Maya attitudes is on the whole an account of values

these peasants see in agriculture; it does not report

something which is also a fact that leisure is also

desirable and that hard work is, if possible, to be

escaped. Hesiod's account does not amount to proof
that his peasantry were entirely content with their

lot:
16 much of Works and Days is as didactic as

Poor Richard's Almanac; he is telling his neighbors

how to make a success practical and religious of

farming. The sources are not equivalent. In some
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there is an emphasis on the reverence or religiou;

feeling in the agricultural activity; in others on the

preferences for rest or leisure; in others on the teach-

ing of industry as an admirable habit. In part these

emphases conform, I imagine, to differences be-

tween the communities reported; but in part, I also

suppose, they arise from choices made by observers

and writers as to an aspect of a social situation to be

stressed.

Nor is it sure that all these reporters from Hesiod

to Professor Friedmann's band of irregulars have

described, in the same sense, a view of"the good life"

a phrase brought into the discussion through the

title put upon my lecture by the organizer of a

series of addresses to general audiences in Chicago

in 1953. Within any investigation as to what the

*

'goods" (values) of certain other people are, at

least three questions are implied: What do these

people desire? What qualities, at least as a matter of

prudence, do they try to bring about in their chil-

dren? To what kind of life do they attach highest

esteem whether or not they foresee it for them-

selves and whether or not it is what they desire? I

should think that there might be considerable dis-

crepancy among the answers to these three ques-

tions about any particular peasantry.
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If we could become sure that we were all asking

the same question of the facts about particular

peasants, and that the answers reported were of

equivalent validity, we might reach conclusions as

to the conceptions of goodness and badness that

attach to land and labor in peasant societies. Even

through the many uncertainties, I think I see in the

discussion that has been carried on among a few of

us the probability that many peasants share, not

identically but with some notable resemblances, a

cluster of attitudes or values in this part of their

experience. Perhaps it will prove convenient to

recognize such a cluster in the first instance only in

cases of peasantry in long-standing and stable rela-

tionship to limited land and to a little-changing

gentry or elite. For such peasants the cluster may
include an involvement of agricultural labor with

traditional, often reverential, sentiments about the

land; the connection of that labor with ideals as to

personal worth; the inculcation in the young of

endurance and hard work rather than a disposition

to take risks and to perform personal exploits; the

acceptance of arduous labor, yet with great enjoy-

ment of its surcease. Because of regional differences

in traditional attitudes that come to prevail through a

history special to that region, we may find it better
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to characterize the peasant values for one part of the

world at a time. And then we may further come to

see how this cluster or these clusters ofgoodness and

badness in agricultural labor have, in particular

cases, been pulled into some different direction

of emphasis because of something peculiar to the

ancient history of those people or because of such

more recent events as a sudden increase in the burden

of poverty or the appearance of an opportunity to

escape it.

I turn now to another group of characteristics

possibly attributable to peasantry and discussed in

the interchange led by Professor Friedmann. In re-

viewing Hesiod's account of Boeotian views of

marriage and the family, Francis had emphasized
the practical disposition toward such personal

matters and the economic values seen in marriage
and in children: the ancient peasant chose a bride

because she had a reputation for industry, and chil-

dren were welcomed because they made more hands

for work. In reviewing also the Surrey rural people
and the Maya I knew, I made a wider generalization

as to prevailing values or cast of character. I wrote:

"It is ... the state of mind at once practical and

reverent, the inseparable mixture of prudence and

piety, which gives the essential character to peasant
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life. ... In this scheme of values sobriety is the

chosen mode. The peasant values decorum and

decency. Passion is not to be exhibited. A man does

not flaunt his appetites, or make a show of his

emotions."

And I thought I found in Hesiod and in Sturt

evidence ofa scorn for sentiment, an earthy matter-

of-factness, a masking of tenderness and restraint of

passion that to me contrasted with the behavior of

the warriors of the Iliad or the chieftains of the

Viking age.

In particular I saw this temper ofmind and feeling

manifest in the practical attitudes toward sex and

marriage in the three peasant communities which I

tried to compare. I recalled a Maya villager's remark

to me that "one should care for the land as for a wife

and family" when I read the parallel injunction in

Hesiod: "First ofall get a house and a woman and an

oxe for the plough/'
17 In Chan Kom, in rural Surrey

as described by Sturt, and in Hesiod's pages I

seemed to find similar prudential views for getting

a wife and for living with her; in all three communi-

ties, I ventured to say, one marries as a part of the

work and the piety of life. Sturt's characterization

ofthe marriage of the old English countrypeople as

"a kind of dogged partnership"
18 seemed to me to
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fit Maya and ancient Greek as well, and so I was led

to write that "the peasant would not approve of the

careless raptures ofsome urban marriages and would

make no sense of the action of the Plains Indian

brave, who, to show his manly independence and

scorn of pleasant comforts, might, if he chose,

publicly cast off a good wife only because he suf-

fered a slight smart at the hands of his parents-in-

law/' 19 This line ofthought led me into some gener-

alizations as to the place of sex experience in the

peasant scheme of values: In peasant life, where

work and practical good sense join with a spirit of

decent restraint, there is little room for sexual ex-

ploit as a sport or for bravado. The cultivation of

amorous adventure, as practiced in not a few Poly-

nesian societies, or among some modern Western

groups, is hardly possible in peasant communities.

Before marriage sexual experiment is common, yes,

and may receive some public approval or at least

licensed regulation (as in the custom of bundling).

But adultery is not looked on with favor. Bourne

says ofhis Surrey people that "it scandalizes them to

hear of it. They despise it."
20 And Hesiod puts a

large part of the reason for this attitude pithily:

"Do not let a flaunting woman coax and cozen and

deceive you she is after your barn."21 In Chan Kom
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too the occasional adultery, when brought to a pub-

lic issue, exposed the principal parties as figures al-

most as comic as reprehensible.

With these assertions that the three peasants were

similar in minimizing sexual experience as a good

in itself or as a sport or manly achievement I con-

nected what I took to be another characteristic: a dis-

taste for violence, a disfavor ofprowess in any form

of conspicuous aggressiveness. And again, as in the

case of what I had said as to the attitudes connected

with agricultural labor, other men who knew other

peasants challenged the scope of the generalizations,

and again it was the south Italian who provided evi-

dence to support the challenge. Professor Tentori

reported that to those rural people sexual experience

is highly valued. "It is the only way/' "a peasant

told him, "that we know to enjoy life.'* And I was

referred to the statement by Signor Nitti, himself

from southern Italy, as to "the violence ofthe carnal

instinct" in that part of the rural world. Also I was

reminded of the violence of which Mediterranean

peasantry are capable when revenge is involved.

At once I recalled much of what had been written

about Mediterranean peoples: the expression of

passion, the disposition to use violence to redress

personal wrong, and the role of sexual exploit in
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conceptions of manhood. There are indeed, even at

this first glance, differences among peasant peoples

as to these matters of violence and emphasis on

sexual exploit.

But again it is not yet clear just what these differ-

ences are or to what they are to be attributed. In

part the difference may be only apparent and arise

from a report which emphasizes an ideal of good

conduct with which, perhaps, other concepts of

good present in the same society are in some conflict.

Or it may in part be the difference between saying

what certain peasants will tell you ought to be man's

conduct and what they tell you they enjoy. But

there may here be real differences between the

habits of mind and character that have come to be

established in one part of the world as compared

with those that have developed in another. And

some of such differences may perhaps be compatible

with the common circumstances of peasant life.

There is such a thing as ethnic temperament. The

group-personality of the Chinese is something to

investigate and describe, and the results will not

correspond with the results of investigations of the

group-personality of south Italians. The Maya

Indians, peasantry remade, have a group-personality

which in important degree must have come about
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before ever they began to come into relationship

with the Spanish-American gentry of the present-

day towns. Yet in their case the group-personality

that had been developing before the Conquest was

already congenial, one may perhaps think, to the

conditions of peasant life and, indeed, had partly

been developed in the course of their relationships

to their own priestly elites. The Comanche ifmoved

to Yucatan would have had to change very much
more to become peasantry. So it may turn out that

the general circumstances of peasant life do not set

aside other influences on character but yet do dispose

a people toward the more restrained and sober

valuation of sex and violence which I first tried to

describe.

Possible explanations of peasant values 'appear to

be numerous and complicated. Even in this briefdis-

cussion as to what peasants think of sexual prowess
or manly aggressiveness, and as to whether the tone

of their lives is sober or passionate, one sees that

several explanations might be seriously considered.

It may be that the characteristics of peasant life do

on the whole dispose people to a sober temper un-

favorable to individual exploit in any field ofaction.

It may also be that even within such generally con-

forming circumstances old-established character-
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istics of the modal personality may be more con-

genial to such a result in one place than in others.

And it may also be that in some parts of the world

the peasantry have been strongly influenced by the

gentry and elite with whom their lives are com-

pleted and entertain views ofwhat is good, desirable,

and ideal that they have taken over from examples

provided by the gentry. Is it not the gentry of Spain,

for instance, that exhibited most markedly that

value called hombria which involves a certain ap-

proval of male sexual exploit and a touchy pride

and use ofviolence in defense ofhonor? And yet do

not the peasantry also show it? Certainly the rural

townspeople of Andalusia show it.
22 Do (or did)

the peasants or the gentry in Italy show the satisfac-

tions in sexual exploit and in manly violence which

Professor Tentori calls to our attention? The extent

to which a gentry ideal has influenced a peasantry

probably differs from one part of the world to an-

other: I imagine the influence to have been stronger

in Spain than in Poland or Russia. At any rate, I am

glad to remind myself by one fact I know well of

the obvious importance of differences in historic

heritage in explaining differences in peasant value-

systems: In rural western Guatemala the Indian

peasant or almost-peasant lives beside another
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peasant, the man called a ladino, whose ancestry is

partly Spanish and whose language and culture are

Spanish. The two rural agriculturalists work side by
side and have similar material conditions of life, but

they are notably different in manners and character:

the ladino shows much of the formal courtesies of

Castile and exhibits the remnants of hombria, manly

pride; the Indian does not.

It becomes, then, impossible justly to explain the

ideals ofpeasantry without considering the kind and

duration of the relationships those peasants have had

with their gentry. I think that it is in the relations

between the peasant and his gentry or townsman

that we shall find much of what makes a peasant

different from a primitive person. There is very

much in peasant life which is also in primitive, tribal

life. Peasant activity too is so organized as to provide

for what the people there accept as a good life. A
structure of meanings gives the pleasure that comes

from a life well lived with little. Satisfactions come

from the exercise of unquestioned virtues and the

enjoyment of one's own skills and the fruits of one's

own labor. What Sturt says about the good life of

the English peasantry he knew could be said as well

of many an African or American Indian primitive:

"By their own skill and knowledge they formed the
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main part of their living out of . . . their own

neighborhood. And in doing so they won at least

the rougher consolations which that mode oflife had

to offer. Their local knowledge was intensely inter-

esting to them; they took pride in their skill and

hardihood; they felt that they belonged to a set of

people not inferior to others . . . ; and all the cus-

toms which their situation required them to follow

contained their belief in the ancestral notions of

good and evil."23

As with other long-established people, peasants

find in life purpose and zest because accumulated

experience has read into nature and suffering and

joy and death significance that the peasant finds re-

stated for him in his everyday work and play. There

is a teaching, as much implicit as explicit, as to why
it is that children come into the world and grow up
to marry, labor, suffer, and die. There is an assurance

that labor is not futile; that nature, or God, has some

part in it. There is a story or a proverb to assure one

that some human frailty is just what one ought to

expect; there are in many cases more serious myths
to explain the suffering ofthe innocent or to prepare
the mind for death. So that although peasants and

primitives will quarrel and fear, gossip and hate, as

do the rest ofus, their very way oflife, the persisting
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order and depth of their simple experiences, con-

tinue to make something humanly and intellectual-

ly acceptable of the world around them.

And yet the peasant is differently situated from

the primitive because peasants know of and are de-

pendent upon more civilized people. There is an-

other dimension of life, outside the village, in that

powerful manor or that alarming town. The peasant

has given his hostage to the fortunes ofa society and

mode of life that is both like his and yet alien to it.

He keeps the integrity of his traditions by making

compromises: by selling his grain in the town, pay-

ing his taxes, respecting the priest or the political

leader, acknowledging that there are things out there

that are perhaps better than his own village. He is

not self-sufficient in his moral or intellectual life.

Out there, he knows, are people who will baptize

my child; people who will, in their courts of law,

get me my rights or deprive me of them. There, in

that town, or in the person who comes to me from

the town, is one who can tell me more than I know

of the life and death of Christ, or of the teaching of

Confucius, or of Rama and Sita and the great

struggle with the evil being, Ravana. There, in that

outsider's keeping and understanding, is the holy

tale or the book, the book that, read by those who
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can, gives knowledge about what I already know, a

deeper, better knowledge. And perhaps, if I scrape

and sacrifice, my son can go to that man or town

and learn that deeper knowledge too. When George
Sturt says that the English peasants felt they be-

longed to a set of people not inferior to others, he

adds the qualification, "albeit perhaps poorer and

ruder."24
Yes, every peasant finds his self-respect, his

contentment, qualified by the knowledge that he is

poorer and ruder than the gentry, those people of

the towns.

So it seems that in extending his studies of values

to peasant peoples the anthropologist encounters an-

other "heteronomous" characteristic: the value-

orientation, the view of the good life, of peasantry,

is not to be understood solely from consideration of

the way the people of the village look upon them-

selves. The townsman or the gentry form an aspect

of the local moral life form it by reflection, by the

presence of example, by the model these outsiders

offer, whether that model be one the peasant seeks

to imitate or to avoid, or whether he merely recog-

nizes both its likeness to and its difference from his

own ideals.

In the peasant's view of the good life do the

townsman and the gentry occupy such a place that
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the characteristics of this relationship are much the

same everywhere? In writing the lecture which later

came into discussion I was struck by statements that

in European history up to very recent times no

peasant revolt had revolution for its goal, and that

the prevailing relation between the peasant and his

gentry has not been one of oppressor and oppressed

but rather that the peasant has thought that the rich

should be generous and the powerful should not

abuse their power.
25 The occasional resentment ofor

hatred for a rich and powerful man seemed to me on

the whole to represent cases where someone had

failed to preserve the traditional and approved roles

and statuses of gentry and peasantry.

Beyond this fact if it is a fact of acceptance

of these relative positions of power, one wants to

find out about the resemblances and the differences

in content of culture and conceptions of the good
between peasant and gentry. Is there indeed a guid-

ance in the moral sphere
26 which the elite exert upon

the peasantry? Is the gentry imitated or is his ex-

ample avoided? The discussion on which this chap-

ter has so largely drawn has not reached very far into

this question. Dr. Hanssen tells us that the Swedish

peasant of a hundred or more years ago regarded,

more or less, every representative of the gentle folk
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as a foreigner, and that this attitude slowed while it

did not prevent the interchange of ideas and forms

between the two classes. In the French village of

Nouville (Seine-Inferieure) at the present time the

difference between the peasant and the bourgeois is

marked; the peasant puts his daughter to work with

the bourgeois "so that she will learn good man-

ners"; but he does not expect his child to become

bourgeois. "The idea of becoming (such a one) does

not exist. What exists is the idea of being."
27
Many

of the facts from India mentioned in the preceding

chapter indicate how strongly there influences from

intellectuals outside of the local community influ-

ence its moral life; they do not show the peasant

rejecting these influences nor, on the other hand, do

they show him trying to become something differ-

ent from what he has been. Nevertheless, we know

that in some parts of the world, in China for ex-

ample, at certain periods occasional peasants, by act

of will and through success in the examinations, be-

came something other than and better than

peasants. These few considerations suggest that the

relations with elites of various kinds are essential

parts of peasant life and that they take different

forms in different times and places.

Nowadays they are indeed taking new and differ-
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ent forms. Looking back on history one may justly

see the peasant as on the whole and for thousands

of years little changing and somehow typical. He
came about indigenously as cities and civilizations

rose in the Old World, and today more peasants are

made as Indian or Chinese civilization moves into

the communities of tribal peoples. As European
civilization spread to the New World, secondary

peasantry, with roots of culture different from that

of the invaders, came and still come to be made.

In every part of the world, generally speaking,

peasantry have been a conservative factor in social

change, a brake on revolution, a check on that dis-

integration of local society which often comes with

rapid technological change. And yet in our days

many peasants are changing very rapidly. For the

future it may be said that peasantry are ceasing to be.

The troubles ofthe anthropologist in taking account

of compound societies and cultures in the Far and

Near East and in Latin America are made greater by
the fact that what was stable is no longer so. In many
a peasant village where the anthropologist works the

peasant is going to town to become a factory

worker, even a member of the urban middle class.

Peasants now want to be something other than

peasants. They are pulled by the city into industrial
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work. The promises and the pressures of Commu-

nism, while they meet great resistance in peasant

communities, do succeed in unmaking peasants.

These are times in which even the isolated and the

backward experience discontent. Quite plain peo-

ple want to be different from what they have always

been; peasantry develop aspirations. The desires

attending peasantry are oftwo kinds. The old stable,

landed life is attractive to that rural man who has

no land and wants only the security ofhaving land.

In many a peasant society many people are landless

laborers who cannot be practicing peasants because

they have not the ancestral land that would make it

possible. This is true in Cakbria and Lucania, in

south China, in parts of India. In such rural com-

munities there are people seeking to become peas-

ants and there are people seeking to escape from

peasant life. "We can today see land-hunger and

land-flight next to each other. Sub-peasants seek to

get in while peasants seek to get out" (Friedmann).

The anthropologist on such a scene will find himself

not only studying the ways in which the incomplete

cultural, societal, and value systems of the peisants

are completed by the relations and conceptions

which the gentry and the town provide. He will

find himself also devising ways to study the trans-
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formation ofpeasantry into kinds ofpeoples indus-

trial workers, urban social classes, proletariats, mar-

ginal peoples of one sort or another that have had

little or no attention here.

The peasant and the anthropologist are both

changing, and it is the changes in the anthropologist

rather than those in the peasant that have been the

subject of these pages. Ofsome ofthem the peasant,

as subject matter of new and greater interest for

anthropology, is a cause. I have tried to show here

some of the ways in which the thoughts and pro-

cedures of anthropologists are growing as they

study people whose ways of life are only in part

present in the small communities in which they live

and in which anthropologists are accustomed to

work. I have looked for the developing 'attention

given to the "heteronomous" features of com-

munity life, be that life conceived as social relations,

as culture, or, more specially, as a value-orientation.

This last chapter is concerned with an anthropo-

logical frontier not only because the subject matter,

peasantry, is such, but also because ethos or value-

orieiAation has only recently become a matter of

serious anthropological attention.
28

Anthropologists

are only now learning how to think about and how

validly to report the basic values of primitive and
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self-contained communities. Perhaps they are not

ready for further complexity: the interdependence

of gentry ethos and peasant ethos, this relation be-

tween a widespread tradition of the town and priest

and a local tradition of the village.

The question which set in motion the preliminary

discussion reported in this chapter is put at too ulti-

mate, inclusive, and vague a form to serve the needs

of science, a science that grows, on the whole, up-

ward from its base, in small increments of new

knowledge. Here the topic has been considered at a

level of abstraction remote from the terrain of par-

ticular research. Even at this misty upper level, I do

think that something remains of the assertions made

as to the peasant view of the good life; b;

ut others

might not accept even the following modified

statement of peasant values, an intense attachment
*} f

^- - --

to native soilfa reverent disposition toward habitat

and ancestral ways;*a restraint on individual self-

seeking in favor offamily and community; a certain

suspicjousness, mixed with appreciation, of town

life fa sober and earthy ethic. The characterization is

no doubt too vague and impressionistic to serve the

methods ofthe more scientific kinds of inquiry. For

serious work in the establishment of truth by precise

definition and close comparison, the study of
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peasant values will attack much more particular

questions, such as the effects of changes in land

tenure on family relations and attitudes,
29 or the

question whether many children are wanted where

there is abundant land, as among the Maya, and not

wanted where limited land must be divided among

heirs (as Hanssen reports for eighteenth-century

Sweden).

Such advances in more precise knowledge will be

welcome. Yet they will destroy, as science always

does, something of the integrity of the concrete

reality: that way of life ofjust those peasants. It is

no harm and some good that more speculative and

perhaps philosophically inclined thinkers, such as

some of those whom Professor Friedmann brought

together, also turn their minds to what ft, in spite

of all difficulties in the way of precise knowledge of

the subject, a recognizable and long-enduring hu-

man type. To reach for a much higher generaliza-

tion about the way of life of that human type, with

some control on the results from facts as to particu-

lar peasants, helps to open the area of investigation

and to suggest the more particular questions while

retaining something of the natural integrity of

peasant life. Vision and craftsmanship are mutually

helpful indispensable parts of the effort toward
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understanding oftruth. All who make that effort use

both in some degree, though the proportions ofone

to the other vary greatly. The perception of re-

semblance and of natural unity needs to work its

way down to precise words and procedures that

yield generally accepted proof. On the other hand,

the wide perception may quicken the developing

procedure, the growing edge of science, and help

guide it to the light.
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